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angers
many Jews
Meeting hopes to
educate students

on

in the

possible

peace
Middle East

'Lost'finds

By Adam Cahill
Lantern staff writer

way to

Peace in the Middle East is

something
militant and religious groups have
been struggling to obtain for hundreds of
years. One of these groups is attempting to
many

educate and discuss what

can

be found

Bill

Murray and Scarlett
pull off big
comedy, true emotion
Johansson

be done to

obtain

peace by holding a student
conference.
The Third National Student Conference
of the Palestine Solidarity Movement is
scheduled for Nov. 7-9, but there has been

a
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Jack Hanna became the director of the Columbus Zoo in 1978.

counties national TV shows

highlighting his work at the

zoo

Twenty five years later, Hanna has appeared on
and across the globe.
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controversy over holding the

some

conference

on

Ohio State

University's

campus.

Amcha,

a&UACK

the Coalition fof Jewish

Concerns, is not
conference.

looking forward to the

The

organization

is

a

grassroots activist organization for the
support of Jewish organizations and for
the support of Israeli rallies.
"We don't feel it is

right for the Israeli
give rights to certain people
and take rights away from other people
just because of their religious beliefs," said
Nahla Saleh, media representative for the
Palestine
Solidarity
Movement
presence to

Zoo, OSU thankful for "Jungle Jack"

Conference.

By Jessica Herzfeld

The Palestine

Solidarity Movement is

Lantern staff writer

a

on

Hiring Hanna was very instrumental
the part of Mel Dodge, director of

Columbus Parks and Recreation in 1978,
SEE CONFERENCE PAGE 2

College

Columbus has its

Jackets continue

said

Dr. Dolittle.

Patty Peters, associate director of
Jack Hanna, known to many as marketing for the zoo.
"One of the first things Jack did, he
"Jungle Jack," became director of the
Columbus Zoo in 1978, when the zoo went internally and met with all of the
wasJittle more, than a rundown place to staff members," Peters said. "He said
house animals. Since then, Hanna has 'Let me know what I can do to make |
helped make the Columbus Zoo a your dream happen.' That changed the |
model facility with natural habitats and morale."
realistic exhibits, like the new Islands of
Externally, Hanna did everything 1
Southeast Asia exhibit, which opened he could to gain exposure for the zoo.
1
own

preseason
Columbus left theice.

,

students
lose at slots

earlier this

"The change has come from a zoo.
The Columbus Zoo is a fun place to go
and

Proposed legislation
help high schoolers

learn

about

educational,
conservational

will

nature.

It's

an

SPORTS page

12

J
church social event, every troop I
event. I don't know how we pulled it &
off. But we made sure everyone knew W
"We went

summer.

Sunday with victory over
Pittsburgh.

entertaining
and
experience," Hanna said.

everywhere;

every

SEE HANNA PAGE 3

By Ben Nanamaker
Lantern staff writer

High school seniors may soon be
shouting "Jackpot!" thanks to Ohio Senate
legislation that would link racetrack slot
machines to a scholarship program, but
undergraduates are out of iuck.
Senate Bill 99 and Senate Joint
8 should be

Resolution
coming out of committee this

week and onto the General Assembly floor,
said Sen. Louis Blessing, R-Cincinnati, the

Committee
searches
for provost

Palestinians
take to streets

By Laurie Friedman

primary sponsor of SB 99.
The joint resolution will propose a

Lantern staff writer

constitutional amendment in the March

primary to Ohio citizens asking whether they
want

slot machines in Ohio's

seven

horse

President Karen A. Holbrook has put

together

a

new

the

affairs, and committee member.
Some of the members include the

scholarship.
Blessing said the reason the slot machine
proposal will be made into a constitutional
SEE SLOTS PAGE 2
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gallery

feature

The

18-member

DAMIEN PETRANEK/THE LANTERN

committee

is

composed of faculty, staff and students,
each person affiliated

who represent
with OSU.
"It

really important for President
to have representation for
everyone," said Frank Sasso, vice
president of undergraduate student
dean of

biological sciences, chair and
professor of cancer research at the
school of public health, director of the
Ohio State University Libraries and vice
provost of minority affairs.
Former vice president and provost,
Edward Ray, left the university at the
end of July to become the president of
Oregon State University. Holbrook
appointed the committee earlier that
month to begin the search process.
The committee will be coming up
with qualifications the new provost
should possess and will hire a search
firm to find potential candidates.
Committee members differ in their ideas

of the ideal

provost, but there are some

standard

ARTS, page 9

through the search process, but will make
sure the candidates are well
qualified.
"We are looking for someone to fill
the position ASAP, but will still do a
thorough job. with seeking and

JJ

Due to an error in production, the image above
printed in yesterday's issue without including
the text reporting on the Riffe Gallery opening.

Buckeye quarterback, Cornelius Green (center), shows his support for
the Never Quit Scholarship Fund with chairmen Tracy Broaddus and Joe
Banks at Saturday's tailgate fundraiser at the Buckeye Hall of Fame Cafe.
Former

three-year
anniversary of revolt with
public protest.
WIRE page

6

was

Holbrook

display
of WWII artwork by
Ron Kaplan will be
courtesy
-mm
apart of the show
riff.gS
Imagining Flight.
new

Thousands mark

committee to search for the
and provost

senior vice president
of academic affairs.

racing tracks, while SB 99 will dictate how the
proceeds from those slots will be divided.
High school seniors with a 3.0 grade point
average who have passed the necessary tests
to graduate from high school will be eligible
for a scholarship worth up to $5,000 or full
tuition, whichever is less. According to local
media, efforts are also under way to try to
make scholarships available to students who
might not meet the initial requirement's for

qualities they are looking for.
"The person must be academically a
high achiever, have good people skills, a
lot of experience, and understand how
to run a large arid complex university,"
Holbrook said.

The

committee

will

quickly

go

SEE PROVOST PAGE 3

Goals easier to meet with
group that'Never Quits'

CLASSIFIEDS
IN THE SECOND SECTION

lantern@osu.edu

By Zachary Lint
Lantern sports writer

The Never Quit
Foundation

humble

came

Scholarship
from those

beginnings and continues

Something unusual happened to build to what it has become
hot summer day a few years today — two friends coming
ago when former track athlete together with other Buckeyes and
Tracy Broaddus found himself the community in order to follow
fatigued during his daily jog and the mantra of OSU coach Woody
leery of reaching his finish line.
Hayes and "pay it forward."
Broaddus, an Ohio State alum,
Broaddus, a 1985 alumni, along
began to doubt himself and with track-and-field teammate Joe
one

wondered if he would be able to

Banks,

reach his goal, but he dug deep
within and began to give himself a

dream about

motivational talk.
"Never

quit," he told himself as
he pushed on against mind and
body in search of the finish line.
"I don't
I'm

care

if I have to crawl,

going to reach that finish line,"

Broaddus told himself.

a

1987 alumni, used to

being millionaires in
college and giving back to OSU
through an endowed scholarship.
Broaddus went several years

without seeing

much of his friend

until Banks was hospitalized as the
victim of an assault that turned out
to be a case of mistaken identity.
"A friend of mine had told me

quit" are the two words
that stuck with him. He began to

that Joe was hurt pretty

incorporate his "never quit"
mantra into his job as a personal
trainer, as well as with the people
he met doing social work for
Franklin County

in the

"Never

bad,"

Broaddus said. "I went to visit him

hospital that first time, I left
very choked up. But after he made
his full recovery I knew he was the
SEE NEVER QUIT PAGE 3
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Black box not

just for planes

Today's cars are equipped with the
ability to provide useful data for owners
By Chris Paul

since

The Restraint
Control Module has been used
in select Ford vehicles since

Lantern staff writer
Your

car

is

Cars

watching you.

which

are

sometimes used

evidence in accident

as

investigations.

James
Kerr,
program
manager for Vetronix Corp., said
the data recorders are part of
"air bag modules." When the car
is involved in an accident, the
module records data from five

seconds before the event and
some data afterwards.

According to Vetronix, the air
bag doesn't have to deploy
during an accident to initiate the
data recorder. The information
stored after an accident in which

the air bag doesn't
deploy will
eventually be erased.

Vetronix, a California based
corporation, sells what they call a

"Crash Data Retrieval System."
The Vetronix CDR system consists
of hardware and software that
downloads pre-crash and crash
data from the vehicle's air
bag
module to

a

Although the devices go by
different names, the generic name
is air bag
module, Kerr said.
Detective Mark Rice, an
accident investigator for the
Columbus Division of Police,
reconstructs accidents and

data recovery system

uses a

in his

investigations.

stated that the seat belt had been

fastened," Rice said. "There is a
hierarchy to what is recorded
during an accident and if there is
a loss of
power some of the data
further down the chain
may not
be recorded properly."
The crash was severe enough
that the CDR lost power and
didn't record the seat belt being
fastened. The default
setting was
that the seat belt wasn't buckled.
"The primary
purpose for
the device is to deploy the air

seat belt was

recurring basis, that CDR data
supplements
a
good

of

machines.
"I believe it's

everything else
secondary," Rice said.
"We reinforce the

theme,

"The

primary
purpose for the
device is to deploy
the air bags;
everything else is
secondary."

scholarships in

rules,

investigator

or

other rules of

reconstruction, but should never
be left to stand alone," said Brad
Muir, moderator of an online
group comprised of CDR users.
There are also issues of

the accident

Muir, who also works for the
Ontario Provincial Police, said
sometimes a search warrant is

privacy. The decision on who
actually owns the data

required from

must

first be done."

Rice said the data from the
recorder is used as corroborative

recovered hasn't been made

evidence, not as primary evidence.

yet, Rice said.

through conventional
such

as

means

and

measurements

eyewitnesses," Rice said.

Rice
recounted
predominately used by General
an
Motors, according to Vetronix. investigation in which data on
The Sensing and
Diagnostic whether a seat belt was being
Module has been used by GM worn was recorded
incorrectly.

gambling facilities are taking
money from Ohio.
"What's happening is all the
casinos around the borders of
the state are taking money from
Ohio residents," he said. "What

a

to

program

scholarship provides tuition,

on a

service

in
machines
Ohio
racetracks because other states'

I want to do is keep
it in Ohio."
jieorgia's HOPE'
Blessing also supports giving
scholarship, which is funded by some of the money to the
Georgia's lottery. The HOPE scholarships because other

Columbus Division of
Police

slot

similar to

Detective Mark Rice

is

adopted by Ohio

Blessing said he supports

already legal in

from racetrack slot machines

to be

voters, I'm proposing that this is
what the money be spent on."

Ohio," Blessing said. "In fact, I
believe they can do it now. But
the governor is opposed to it."
Sen. Eric Fingerhut, DCleveland, was one of the first
to
propose linking proceeds

modules, Rice said.
"It's important to
properly
interpret and use the data from
the crash data recorder," Rice
said. "A good reconstruction of
recent

recorders isn't viewed until we
have reconstructed the accident

are

paramedics and eyewitnesses

were

promised to veto
legislation that legalizes slot

"The CDR recorded that the
belt was not buckled, but

bags;

being worn are some
the things recorded by the more

amendment is because Gov.
Bob Taft has

seat

Vehicle speed, engine speed,
whether the brake was pressed,
the position of the throttle and if a

"The data collected from the

laptop computer.

Crash data recorders

1994.

1998.

today are equipped with
the capability to record seat-belt
usage and the driver's speed,

SLOTS FROM PAGE 1

evidence and

legal authority for
obtaining the data."

a judge in order to
download the data. Other times
legal decisions are made

surrounding the operation of the
The use of data collected from vehicle in a
public place.
the air bag modules is
spreading
"Interacting
with other
into the private sector, product members of the
public, you
liability litigation and insurance have a reduced right of privacy
when it comes to the data and
industry, Muir said.
"We do encourage the respect your
involvement
in
a
of privacy rights," Muir
said. collision," Muir said.
"We expect that the information
"It makes sense to have
obtained has been done so in
safeguards for privacy rights,"
accordance with the police said Peter Swire, a
professor at

revenue sources aren't available

mandatory fees and book to enact these scholarships.
allowances
to
"There is no other revenue
B-average
students at Georgia's public source that isn't
allocated," he
and technical
colleges, and said. "There's no additional
$4,045 to Georgia's private funding to provide this. This
school students,
according to would provide additional
the HOPE
Scholarship Web funding."
site.
Blessing said that the state
Fingerhut said Ohio's would receive 60 percent of the
racetrack industry has been
proceeds. The current estimates
pushing for slot machines to for the amount slot machines will
increase their business.
bring in range from $370 to $740
"The slots have
been million, according to local media.
Tom Smith, director of
indepedently advocated by the
horse racing industry because
public policy for the Ohio
there's been

a

decline

in

Council of Churches, said the
council opposes slot machines
in racetracks because they
harm

patronage at horse tracks," he
said.

"Apparently this has
Virginia and families, low-income people
and addicted gamblers.
Kentucky."
"We
Fingerhut said he saw the
the slots
oppose
slot machines as an opening to
primarily because by putting
help fund education.
2,500 slot machines at each of
worked in West

"I used the

opportunity to

merge the HOPE scholarship
with VLTs
(video

lottery

terminals)," he said. "If the slots

seven

racetracks in the state, it

makes, it

more accessible to
low-income
people
and
addicted gamblers," Smith said.

CONFERENCE FROM PAGE 1
national coalition for
pro-

Palestine huinan

terrorist groups

rights.
calling

Jewish people."

"We
are
for
meaningful peace in Palestine
and hope to bring our message
to

a

and

threat against

"We

Amcha has sent a petition
with over 5,000 signatures to
Gov. Bob Taft asking that
he

broad audience at OSU
to " the
Columbus

prevent OSU from

hosting the

conference.
"At last year's Palestine

community," Saleh said.
Amcha is worried that the
conference is tied to terrorist

Solidarity
conference

Movement
held

the

at

organizations.
University of Michigan,
"They (Palestine Solidarity delegates chanted 'Kill the
Movement) have ties to Jews.' This conference will be
terrorist organizations, and a
gathering of insidious hate
that concerns us," said Joshua
groups that includes members
Chadajo,
Amcha-CJC of the International Solidarity
executive director. "We are
Movement, an organization
against violence and will voice that has not only preached
out against it where we need
violence, but also aided and
to so we can
keep our rights abetted terrorist groups inside
intact from any hate of Israel,"
according to a petition

FINAL 3 DAYS

FINAL 3 DAYS

•

by Amcha to Taft.
hosting this conference and and the community in the protest going on and a lot of
are
very much in favor that their policies permit the peace we hope to
bring for the people showed up to see if a
of our free speech
rights, and rental of space to any of the Palestinian people," said conflict
would
actually
we will take
advantage of these 650
registered
student Saleh, a member of the happen," Kiang said. "The
rights in support of all Jewish organizations on campus, such Committee for Justice in
university just stepped up
as the student
groups," Chadajo said.
group that is Palestine at OSU.
security to make sure nothing
Taft recognizes Amcha's
The Palestinian Solidarity would
hosting this conference," Taft
happen."
concerns, but he is unable to said.
Movement Conference will
Hillel, a Jewish student
mandate where the conference
The committee for Justice in have
public speaking events, organization at OSU, isn't
is held because of the First Palestine is the student
group educational
workshops, expecting any conflicts during
Amendment.
hosting the conference. The activist training sessions, the conference.
"I do not have the
authority organization at OSU holds the strategic training workshops
"I don't think there will be
as
governor to require Ohio same beliefs as the Palestine and
decision-making sessions any problems, and we support
State
to
prohibit
this Solidarity Movement.
for the nationwide divestment the
university in maintaining a
conference, and it is unlikely
"We are one of the
civil
many campaign, Saleh said.
outlook toward the
Ohio State has such power in committee for
Last year's conference was
Justice in
said Jonathan
conference,"
view of the First Amendment- Palestine
student
relatively peaceful, said Kylene Strausberg, program associate
guarantee of freedom of organizations from across the Kiang, editor of the
Michigan at Hillel. "It should be a good
speech.
country, and felt that by Daily
Newspaper at the chance for students to find a
"OSU officials have stated
hosting this conference we University of Michigan.
voice in talking about finding
that the university is not could educate both
students
"There >wer.e Pro-Israeli peace in the. Middle East."
sent

•
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Fisher College drops
in latest rankings
By Dallas Scrip
Lantern staff writer

College of
dropped seven spots changes from year to year in an
year's poll in The Wall attempt to meet the changing

Ohio State's Fisher
Business

from last

Street Journal.
Fisher
The
College of
Business was ranked 25th, down
from 18th, in the 2003 Guide to
the Top Business Schools.
"We don't

place too much

evaluation," said Joe
Alutto, dean of the Fisher College
of Business. "The seven-spot
stock

71.25. Fisher College of Business
received a score of 62.44, placing
them at No. 25.
The criteria used by recruiters

on one

drop doesn't mean a whole lot."
The rankings are done by a
number of respondents and
recruiters who rate each school on 26

different attributes. There were 2,192
recruiters who participated in the
survey. Each school had to receive at
least 20 ratings with a maximum

of 100 in order to rank
The recruiters are people
from
human
resource
score

needs of the business world.
This could be the reason for the

"We don't

news

became national.

"This

evaluation."

director for the

exotic

College

seeing
sights and meeting wild

animals.

of Business

Hanna's extensive work to

top 25 overall, Raabe said.
"We're in the top 10 (public
schools), and that's pretty rare

company," Alutto said.
As a top university, the
rankings tell us who we
compare ourselves to which is
important. Rankings are good
feedback on what the business
school is doing, Raabe said.

It may come as a

Two

deciding

part of the
committee, also get a say in the
search for the new provost. A
series of forums will be held
during the search process to find
out what is important to those
not

transparent. We
want it to be

get input from all
faculty, staff, students and alumni
to see what they think is most
critical for OSU," said L. James Lee,
professor of chemical engineering
and committee member.

Hoffsis said the forums will

fair

and open process
Glen Hoffsis

outside the committee.
"We want to

a

search committee chair

Barbara
interim

Snyder is serving as the
provost until a permanent

good way to include replacement has been found. The
committee plans to narrow the
in the search.
"It is a way to be open and
search down to five candidates by
transparent," Hoffsis said. "We want late winter, and announce the new
it to be a fair and open process."
provost by this spring.

be

a

everyone

THE

respected by

and the

faculty
veterinary profession,"
our

said Dr. Glen Hoffsis, dean of
the college of veterinary
medicine. "He is a frequent

speaker at veterinary meetings
and in his early years as
director of the zoo, our college
provided all of the veterinary
services to the zoo."
The zoo recently

with

wildlife

merged

conservation

organization called the Wilds.

"I have been a member of
Boards at both the zoo and the

Wilds,

so

I know the operations

veterinary college has the
of
the
zoo
expertise
veterinarians as adjunct faculty
to teach veterinary students and
provide opportunities for
educational experiences at their
facilities. The veterinary college

the

opportunity to explore
nook and cranny of the

every

world.
"I love Africa. I love Asia,"
Hanna

said, unable to pick a
favorite place. "Every one is
different."
Hanna has been to every
continent, including Antarctica,
twice. His next trip will take
him to Africa for the 39th time.
He will be filming "Jack
Hanna's Animal Adventures"
in countries like Kenya and
Tanzania, where he will
rendezvous with the likes of
lions and hippopotamuses.
Hanna's resume of exciting
adventures is broad.

"I've
over

gotten to hand glide
Falls, climb 17,000

Victoria

feet in the Himalayas, (dive)
with a manatee, (see) The Great
Wall of China, saw four
mountain
There

gorillas in Rwanda."
are

still

some

adventures missing from this list.
"The last two things I want to
do are see Big Foot and the Loch
Ness

Monster," Hanna said.
these
incredible

While

provides expertise of its clinical opportunities might jade the
and research faculty to help average person, Hanna has
Hospital offered the best care solve special disease problems maintained a humble manner,
available, and second, the zoo encountered at the zoo/Wilds. and has not lost sight of his
had a position open.
Jack Hanna was instrumental in passions.
"What you see is what you
"I love Columbus," Hanna
creating the vision and in
said.
get," Peters said of Hanna. "He
getting it done."
While Columbus is home to would
do
His dream is to retire and
anything for
become a volunteer at the zoo.
Hanna, his career has given him anybody."
first, his daughter had
leukemia, and Children's
that

PAGE 1

and finish," Banks

are

factors

solidified Hanna's decision to
work for the zoo. Hanna noted

endeavor in 1999 for their Never

who

and

surprise

that Hanna decided to come to
the Columbus Zoo, considering
the unappealing condition it
was in when he arrived.

school.

open

and

zoo/Wilds mutually benefit
each other," Hoffsis said. "The

guy to be my vice president
because he represented what

to be

"Jack Hanna is well known

emeritus.

screening candidates," said Glen
Hoffsis, dean and professor of
veterinary medicine, executive

way

College of
Veterinary Medicine.

well. The college of veterinary
medicine at OSU and the

NEVER QUIT FROM

dean of health sciences and
committee chair.
Ohio State students and staff,

has

make the zoo a household name
earned him the title of director

PROVOST FROM PAGE 1

a

zoo

benefited OSU's

20th

travels around the world

"Rankings played into me
"A calibration of many coming here. I was impressed;
departments of major companies publications over time makes the it's a good school, and we are
who
do their companies' difference, not a shift like that in learning here," said Ben Eastep,
a
one
junior who recently changed
year," Alutto said.
highering.
The goal of everyone in the his major from athletic training
The No. 1 business school in
the country was the University business school is to be in the to business. "I have faith we will
of Pennsylvania with a score of top 10 of public schools and the move back up in the rankings."

"It is

our

show, "Jack Hanna's Animal
Adventures," in which he

Fisher

College of Business.
"The rankings are important
in recruiting students, faculty
and in the types of jobs the
students get," said William A.
Raabe from the department of
accounting and management
information systems. "There are
two dozen different rankings
that are equally important."
Despite its drop in The Wall
Street Journal, the business
college moved up in U.S. News
and World Report rankings.

be

Hanna has also regularly
appeared as a guest on "Late
Night with David Letterman,"
"Larry King Live," and "The
Maury Povich Show." Hanna
even has his own syndicated

place

dean of Fisher

will

anniversary on 'Good Morning
America,' " Hanna said of his
upcoming appearance on the
morning television program.

Joe Alutto

seven-spot drop in the rankings
for Fisher, said Laura Bowers,
associate

zoo," Peters said.
Eventually the exposure

too much stock on
one

Hanna's work at the

about the

They must also be
accepted by their college of choice
before they can be nominated.
Never Quit is all about."
"This is a scholarship for kids
Together Banks and Broaddus
who
are
going to follow through
began their fund-raising
said.

Saturday saw Never Quit's
scholarship for students who largest fundraiser of the year take
have overcome great obstacles to place in the Buckeye Hall of Fame
make it through high school and Cafe's Scarlet Ballroom. A $25
who may be over looked by most entry fee gave participants the
opportunity to take place in a
scholarship committees.
"There are always deserving silent auction and a raffle for OSUDAMIEN PETRANEK/THE LANTERN
kids," said Mary Roberts, a related memorabilia, as well as to
Columbus South guidance meet some present and former T-shirts were sold during the tailgate fundraiser Saturday to
counselor. "Often times they Buckeyes who were on hand to promote the Never Quit scholarship.
may get overlooked because donate their time to the cause.
Quit
Cornelius Green, the first Archie Griffin, Pete Johnson, Never
Scholarship
they may not be the high-profile
kids. But, they are the kids who black quarterback in OSU Green and Brian Baschnagel Foundation. He has become
stick with it."
history, participated by signing from the Buckeye football teams known for his "Carmen Ohio," a
series of portraits and pictures
The scholarship is open to any autographs, taking pictures with of the early 1970s.
Artist Gary Muzechuk was inspired from OSU history and
Public
Schools fans and signing some photos to
Columbus
graduate who carried a 2.0 to 2.9 be auctioned. One of the photos also on hand to see his donated linking different people and
events to lines in the Alma mater
grade point average and had a 95 up for auction was autographed print go in the silent auction,
percent attendance rate in high by the "Fab 4," who include allowing the proceeds to aid the song that bares the same name.
Quit Scholarship Foundation, a

BIGGEST BACK
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>

>

$200

FREE installation

on

$34.95/mo for 3 months

TIME WARNER

CALL TODAY:

CABLE

481-5320

Now
Offer expires

2 TVs

Digital Variety; HBO® & Showtime®
—$44.95/mo for 3 months
Optional: Road Runner®
—

MOST IMAGES
ONLY $6, $7 AND

with this great offer!

anything s possible.

www.twcol.com

10/26/03. Digttal equipment is included. Offer includes Basic, Standard & Digital Variety channels, Musicthoice, 14 digital channels cf HBO and 13 digital channels nf Shontime. Wiring

of additional outlet must be

completed at initial installatra. Custom installation charges, credit $ other restrictions may apply. New residential customers only. C 2003 Home Bm Office, Inc. All rights reserved. HBO®, CamivJIe- are service marts of Home
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HIGHER ED BRIEFS

HELP
WANTED
The Lantern is looking for individuals
who are enthusiastic, self-motivated,
and who want to learn about media sales,

advertising and good customer service skills.

Seattle (AP)

As

an

Oxford

Hundreds of

—

people along Fraternity Row
near
the
University
of
Washington built a huge
bonfire, overturned a car and
,

Despite the strike
Friday at 12:01 a.m.,
60 percent of Miami University
dining and housing staff reported
to work that

said

of

last

209 of the American Federation

no

and Municipal
Employees rejected — by a 55-45
percent vote — a three-year
contract proposal that resulted
from
lengthy negotiations
Thursday. The union had been in
ongoing negotiations with the
university since late this summer.
As for the Saturday football
game against the University of
Cincinnati at Yager Stadium,
of State County

injuries were reported.
One person was arrested for

investigation of damaging a
police car, and more arrests
were likely after investigators
reviewed
mounted

and

witnesses

videotapes made by

residents

and

patrol

on

Friday, members of Local

the

serious

interviewed

cameras

cars,

police

said.
Police Chief Gil Kerlikowske
blamed
the
disorder
on

slightly different

partying on the last weekend

Students

before classes.

He estimated

business

conducted in

was

a

sporting T-shirts

with AFSCME written

across

began

barred from the stadium. In order

scheduled

yesterday.

to

Protest, bake sale
shut down at SMU

gef to the game, students

Southern

-

Methodist University shut down a
bake sale last Wednesday in which
cookies were offered for sale at
different prices depending on the

buyer's gender
The sale

or race.

organized by the
Young Conservatives of Texas,
was

who said it

was

intended

A

sign said white males had to
$ 1 for a cookie. The price was 75

pay

females, 50 cents for
Hispanics and 25 cents for blacks.
cents for white

Members of the conservative
group said they meant no offense
and were only trying to protest the

of race or gender
college admissions.
use

was

as a

factor in

halted after 45

minutes because of the fear it

situation.
Similar sales have been held

by
College Republican chapters in at
least five states since February.

You work around your school
These positions are for OSU

Change the World of Healthcare....Become

Doctor

schedule!
students.

Gain the skills to assist your patients
and maintain a healthy lifestyle.

To

apply:
Stop in the Lantern Business Office.

a

of

Chiropractic

Help People

to achieve

Income
Earn

a

substantial salary commensurate with your

position as

242 W. 18th Ave.
Room 211 Journalism Bldg.
Or contact the Display Manager @
292-2031 x 42158.

a

Doctor of Chiropractic.

Be Your Own Boss
Most Doctors, of

Chiropractic are in private
practice working an average of 40 hours per week
Become a Doctor
Prestige, respect and expanded leadership
opportunities are available as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.

Please provide a
resume if interested.

Call

Logan College of Chiropractic today to
change the world of healthcare!

Logan

ColIege»of*Chiropractic

(jave a legacy.
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T #
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-

Alpha Omicron Pi

KATW ASCHILMAN

LINDSEy BIDDLE

STACIE BROWN

VIRGINIA BURBA

MICHELLE D0CTER

MARy DAVIDSON

KR1STEN GRIMM

-0

-

TIMCfTHy BUGH
JASON CARMELLO
CRAIG MARKS

BRITTANY NURRE

Delta Zeta

ANNIE MCCABE

DIANE OBIECUNAS

DAVID CULBERTSON

AMANDASHAK

Sigma Gamma Rho

LINDSAy PARD1

MEGAN BROWN

CHANDA SANDERS

KR1STA MUNSEy

MARIAH PACER

DANIEL DIETRICH

RACHEL THOMPSON

SHANAE MILLER

KRISTINA DURNING

JULIA P1CARD

EMILy DAVID

MARGARET SeHUeK-

KIM NICHOLS

REBECCA RHINEHART

MICHAEL DOARN

KELSEy THORNTON

KATHRyN FARNO

10RETTA SHERWOOD

CAW E1CHEL

MAN

JENNIFER ODONNELL

STACIE SCHLABACH

NICHOLAS DREW

CATHERINE VAIL

ANGELA FENELL

VANESSA STANBRIDGE

LESLEy HEAGEN

KRISTIN SEITZ

BETH RieHMAN

KIMBERLy SMITH

ROB HUFFMAN

EMILY WARRENBURG

CARLIE FISHER

KIMBERLYSZUeS

KATIE HENDRIX

RICHARD SLAWINSKI

ASHLEESANDER

NICHOLE TOWSLEy

ADAMTERLEK

NATALIE WILLEY

EL1SSA ZURCHER

CHANDLER HOME

ANGELA ILLING
0LADUNN1IRELE

LEAH JERV1S
ERIN LAMMY

JENNALUTZ
CAITLIN MCTIGUE
STAC1E SyDOW

MICHELLE VARG0

AUDRAKING

JEFFREy ST1CKEL

EMIIY SAULTIS

MELISSA WE1NER

C0RR1E ZIEGLER

AMANDA MCDANIEL

RANDAL STROLE. 11

MELISSA SHAKER

JAMI yATES

ADAM NEATE

KARIMAHAR

MICHELLE LEE

VANESSA MEARS

ROBERT BEEKMAN

ELLEN MADAMA

JENNIFER PARIS

BRIAN BISCHOFF

KELLY MCDONALD

AMANDA PERR1LL

BRyAN FORD

SHAWN MILLER

KATHRyN PRICE

ROBERT HENRY

LINDSAyMOHN

MELISSA SANDS

THOMAS HERREN

AUTUMN OKER

JAMIE SEC0R

JED JOHNSON

JAMIE ROSNER

ASHLEy SHANNON

JEREMy KRONE

CHRISTINA SASS

MELISSA SMITH

NICHOLAS MILLER
KORy S1ESEL

ALLYSAAXELBAND

MEGAN SMITH

CORIN POTOR

LUKE WH1TW0RTH

AMy STARR

-

MORGAN ARNETT

ANDREA chess1n

BREANNE eURNAYN

ASHLEY GALLOGiy

AMANDA DAVIS

Alpha Gamma Delta

TRAey GIULIANI

KEA DAVIS

JAMIE BEAUDRy

ALLISON GOODMAN

MEREDITH DRISCOLL

Delta Chi

J1LLIAN TREFILEK
KATHERINE UNVER-

JAMIE BUMGARNER

FERTH
AMyWAReHOCK

KRISTIN WEST
HEATHER WIEeZOREK

JENFAHEy

ERIN WRIGHT

MICHAEL JEHLE
NICK MllONO

ASHLEy WHITE

ELIZABETH FANTON

SAMANTHA WOLL

Pi Beta Phi

JILL YAVORSKy

KRISTIKNEECE

CHAZ GREEN

KRISTIN LEAVITT

ERIC TAEUBER

MARISSA JACOBS

TIFFANy MARSHALL

BRIAN THIBAULT

JAM1ELYNNE JENKINS

EVAN WILCOX

ERIN JOSEPH

ANTHONY ANZAIONE

Kappa Alpha Theta

Delta Delta Delta
SUSAN BORCHERS

ANDREA eOZZA

-

Beta Theta Pi

LAURA DUNNAGAN

MEGAN STE1NLAGE

JEFFREY KOVACK

LAUREN FOWLER

AMY STIRLING

CHRISTOPHER LAWSON JENNy GARTEN

JOLENE TAORMINA

RyANLEHRTER

SARAH HEINTZ

NICOLE TREUF

WILLIAM MCLAIN

JENNy HODGES

KAREN yOUNG

JEFfREy MONTGOMERy JENNIFER HOEWELER

KATHERINE BLUNT
KIMBERLy B0DENSTE1N
MEREDITH BROWN
lORI BRUCATO

LEE ADAMS
JASON ANKENEy

Alpha P8i Lambda
florentina staigers

ADAM SCHWARTZ

MATfSTEMMLER
TREVOR THOMPSON
PATRICK WALSH
■MICHAEL WHITE
AARON WIU20X
DEV1N WOODyARD
justin zin1el

Tau Kappa

ROSSUNGAR

JUANBARNETT

MICHAEL FRANK

LYNDSAy CRAIG

1DWELL WEISS

JARED JABLONKA

DAVE SIKA

AMy GOSNELL

ERIC ZIMMERMAN

LISA HARNIST

DyLAN ULIS

CAROLINE HINCHEy

Sigma Chi

Omega Tau Zeta

CHELSEA HUTCH

MATTHEW GRIMMER

Epsllon

MARK KAFANTARIS

JOEL LEHMAN
JORDAN LIKOVER

RyAN BATENCHUK

MELISSA ABBOTT

NATALIE BURKIEWICZ

SUKCHAN

ANDREA JORDT

BEN KING

Theta Tau

DANIEL BECK

LINDSAy BALLENGEE

ANNIE DOME

JUDyNGUyEN

MELISSA KATZ

BEN KOeHALSKI

JIM ANDERSON

AMy PORTER

JEREMy COUSINO

ANNEBLAKEMAN

KELIY D0RNBR00K

ANDREW MANK

NATHAN COONS

LISA SIMON

DOMINIC DEMATTE

SIMONE BOLOTlN

LAUREN EBLE

Phi Delta Theta

KEENAN KELIY
ERICA KIICOIN

ALEX MANTEGHI

ANDREW ESSEX

MICHAEL DOBLINGER

JENNIE eULP

MELISSA ECKERT

ERIN KOGH

BRANDON MERRILL

GARy HUGHES

ALEXANDER EWING

CATHERINE DECKER

EMIIY HAEUSSLER

KARA KRAMER

RAMZ1MUHTADIE

STEPHEN LE1FER

NICHOLAS HARRISON

JENNIFER DESANTO

TIFFANy HALL

ANDREA L1MBACH

HAINGO

MATTHEW SHURTZ

RyANHOUSER

MICHELLE FILLION

NATALIE HOFFMAN

AMBER LUTZ

BRADROWEN

CALEB WALTZ

THOMAS HUMMER

MEGAN FITZPATR1CK

ASHLEy HUGHES

PATRICK KEARNS

MONICA GACKA

JESSICA IWLER

SyLVIA TOLLIVER

CHRISTOPHER KL0CKE

CHERyLGALLUZZO

MICHELLE KIRBy

JENNIFER TURPIN

RyAN KLUCZyNSKI

JENNIFER GUINTO

PATRICIA KOZENKO

MATTHEW LENNON

JENNIFER HARRIS

REBECCA LICHTENBERG Phi Kappa

JOHN MCCANN

MCKENZIE HUFFORD

REBECCA lOWARy

RAMESH ANNADURAI

JENNIFER REPASS

CARRIE TURBOW
ALEXIS WAGNER
ANDREA yACKO

Delta

Sigma Theta

JEFFREy BENZENBERG

'

CHRISTOPHER

DETWILER
STEVE GLEDlTSeH
BRIAN GOSSETT
CHAD GRIGGY
TIMOTHy WEGNER
BRENT ZAMBON

LINDSEy MARTIN

COLIN SCHRINER

KELIY POSHELUK

john seorr

REBECCA PRICE

mark simon

LEAH QUESENBERRy

chad zwierlein

LINDSEy KIRTLEy

TODD STEFANINI

MARILENA MARCHETTI

MICHAEL PARKER

AMyKANE

MEGAN MAURER

JOSEPH CASTILLO

LAUREN REPPy

MEGAN MARKS

Delta Upsilon

CORY PATT1S0N

CAIT1YN KELLER

JILL MEINHARDT

BARTH010MEN CON¬

COURTNEy ROBBINS

NICOLE MAyBIN

MATT PETERS

DANIELLE PEDRO

NICOLE KIDSTON

ALICIA NOTESTONE

NOLLY

KRISTIN SCHLEIF

MATTHEW WHITE

BENJAMIN RODRIGUEZ
TIMOTHy SAUER

CRAIG SHAPIRO

DAVID PARIS

charles benore

BRAD HARBACH

ERIC PITZER

JESSICA BOWMAN

BRIAN DIBOWSKI

ELIZABETH KELLER

CHADENDSLEy

PATRICK KLEIN

DANIEL R0UFA1L

MATTHEW PADAK

Alpha Sigma Phi

ANDREW KILE

MICHELLE BESSON

Alpha

KyLE OSTING

BRIAN TESTERMAN

SAMUEL GOLD

JOELGOTTESMAN

NATALIA JANAKIEVSKI

MATT DRUMM0ND

STEPHEN KEEN

ERIN KENNEDY

.

Sigma

SETH HERTLE1N

ARATEE PATEL

KRISTIN STAHL

JENNIFER SOUTRO

Evans Scholars

JORDAN RODDICK

KATHERINE BEAUL1EU

Sigma Rho

DOUGLAS HANGE

MAREN BENNETT

Lambda Chi

Kappa Alpha Psi

Alpha Gamma

MATTHEW BERMAN

ADAMGLAUBERMAN

RAVEN TODD

JANEZELENKOV

Sigma Alpha Mu

DOUGLAS GILBERT

AMYSNyDER

SHAUN yANCIK

JEFFREy DEATON

GEORGE GORNALL

Sigma Alpha Epsllon 0NENG1YE KRUKRUBO

Phi

LAUREN HIGBEE

DAVID 0'DIAM

BENJAMIN BACK

JUSTIN JACKSON

MELANIE VIDOVICH

CAROLINE HieKEy

BEN KITCHEN

SCOTT PHILLIPS

JENNIFER PAPE

BRANDON STONE

JUSTIN KIEFFER

SRINIVAS PARINANDI

TRAVIS WALLER

SUZANNE MOSES

TYLER-RUPP

KEVIN BRUEGGEME1ER

TIMCfTHy MONAHAN

JOHN LEWANDOWSKI

DAVID GERDING

ERIN KELLER

LEIGH WOODBURY

ELIJAH MEyER

PATRICK JONES

RICKFALHAB&

CAROLYN MAURER

LEAH SHAPIRO

CAMERON MCELROY

ADAMHEER

Theta

LANAMATHEWSON

JENNIFER IBEN

DEREK BRAKE

ANDREW BORUCH

NICOLETTE HAMM

SHAUN PRESSLY

Alpha Gamma Rho

MATTHEW MARIOWE

Phi Kappa

MONIQUE MAHER

KRISTIN HUMPHREY

MEGAN WEINGARTNER

DANE ANTOINE

JODIJASPAN

ERIN GREENE

KATHERINE MARKS '

EMILIE RIDGE

NATHAN STRALL

EMIIY LAMOND

LAUREN MAJEWSKI

KELLY SUTHERLAND

MARy HOUGH

KRISTEN FORNNARINO

SARA CRAVEN

ANDREA RAABE

THOMAS HAGELE

lYNDSEy JOHNSON

J0CELYN DQXSEy

.

AUDRyHAyDEN

AUBREy STEFANACCI

BRIAN LAKEY

JENNIFER SHELATO

NICOLAUS GRUESEN

MATTEFFRON

KRISTOPHER KASTENS

AMANDA SUTHERLAND

KELIY HAMILTON

CHAD HELMS

NOAHPOPONAK

MICHELLE GROLEAU

ERIN 0CKER

JASON FOSTER

JILL FISHER

LAUREN HAAS

MOLLy REGENNITTER

LAUREN ENGLEMAN

JASON DIGNAN

BRANDON STODDARD

LEAH L0EWENSTE1N

JULIANE SCHULTZ

JASON DESCHLER

Alpha

ABBy STEARNS

MICHELLE eORRELL

JENNIFER SNEAD

MEGAN CUTUP

Pi Kappa

NOAH SCHOTTENSTEIN

ADAM GATES

JESSICA M0ENNICH

JAMES BIGHAM

AARON CHANG

COREy CARRELLI

AMBER GOSNELL

JULIE MILES

SARAH CROSS

Tau

BAUME1STER

CATHERINE SCHLUETER

EMILy KRUPP

SHEENA POPOWieH

JARED

CHRISTOPHER ADAMS

TINA CEGALA

SARAH OLEXSEy

Phi Kappa

SCOTT BESUNDER

DAN FILE

ADAMCHUD

JENNIFER CONWAy

KyLE MUELLER

ANTHONy BARTOLUCCI

RIDGE

Gamma

JOSH NORTHRUP

AMANDA FLIGER

ALVAREZ-BRECKEN-

JASON BALINGCONGAN MATTHEW DORNAUER

KATIE RyAN

STEPHANIE ENGLAND

Sigma Phi Epstlon
CHRISTOPHER

WILLIAM BATES

Pi Delta Psi

Chi Phi

MAUREEN G0RSUCH

•

THEODORE SNyDER

KELSEY PAULUS

ASHLEy KRE1DLER

MOLLy MCeARW

Kappa Kappa

ERINTOMMAN

JULIE PyLE

JULIE EPPICH

TAMMyCASE

SARAH MATICS

ALANASHOeKEy

LEIGH WILLIAMS

LINDSEy eHARNA

.

DENNIS WANG

SARAH ELEy

ERIN TEW

CARMyNZOLLER

KATIE ByERS

JEFF V0LPENHE1N

SAMANTHA PALMER

ANDREA CAPPEL

ELIZABETH VAN SANT

JOHN TORRES

S. MCMAHON

KATIE BR1TT

NATALIE SHANNON

Alpha XI Delta

ROBIN SILVERFIELD

CARLISA ARABIA

TROyBAUMGARDNER

GINA CARLIER

MELISSA R0SENFIELD

KATHRyNANDERSON

KRISTEN KOCHER

X KRISTEN CALLAWAy

MARIA MARUM

Delta Gamma

Alpha Tau Zeta

AMANDA BELL

LAUREN LIEBMAN

KATHy WILLIAMS

EMI1Y HOFSTETTER

DEANNAGERBERRy

Alpha Phi

AMANDA LEITZ

ERieAHAMBLEy

KyLE MAURER

ERIN KING

JOSEPH RINGLER

Alpha Epstlon Phi

Omega

JENNyJOyCE

RYAN SIEGEL

The Greek; Councils recognize
all Greek Community Members' Achieving a
3.5 GPA or higher Winter Quarter 2003

ALLISON BINDER

JESSICA HUDSON

BHAVIN PATEL

KERRIE GARDNER

JESSICA HILDENBRAND

-

-

Chi

Alpha Chi Omega

x

V V* A
%
o

Delta Theta

Sigma

JEFFREy CARPENTER

Psi

KRISTEN RASMUSSEN

was

creating a potentially unsafe

account executive for the Lantern

you have a great opportunity to earn
money and to add professional sales
experience to your resume.

as a

protest of affirmative action.

The event

them,
or
carrying
signs
supporting the strikers-were

as

picket lines.
uprisings were

cross

no

reported.

way.

damage at about

$6,000.
Classes

at

president for finance and

On

forced to

However,

Dallas, TX (AP)

usual here

business services.

Sunday's events.
One person was hit in
head with a bottle, but

as

Miami," said Richard Norman,
vice

were

morning.

"It's business

police in riot gear used pepper
spray to break up the crowd,
authorities

—

that occurred

threw rocks and bottles before

property

Account executives at the Lantern are
trained and paid on a commission basis.

Strike doesn't stop
Miami U. workers

No serious injuries
in Washington riot

Theta XI
SANDEEPBRAR

Triangle
JEFFREy FORREST

Go Greek!!

COLLEGIATE
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Phones
Northern Illinois

University looks
to e-mail to solve

budget

woes

By Deanna Cabinian
Northern Star (Northern
Illinois U.)

(U-WIRE) DEKALB, 111.

direct

department office. higher education.
Self says she doesn't know
the department
will reassess the budget in July.
how much money the cuts will,
The
communication save, but says the department
department is in a similar is trying to reduce expenses
situation.
any way it can. Self says
Communication department staffers are trying to preserve
chair Lois Self says she's made classes and jobs.
Professors don't seem to be
strong requests telling faculty
members to limit the number of upset by these new cuts, though.
"I think the time has come to
telephone calls they make as
much as they can. She says
do
this,"
communication
faculty members can't make professor Angela Powers says. "I
long-distance calls from the think we're a technology savvy
office, except for business- department. Most of the
related calls that can't be students and faculty are."
Powers says she uses her cell
handled through e-mail.
Self says the cuts have been phone for any long-distance or
made because the department personal calls and also normally
has
been
receiving uses e-mail, so the new policy
communication
from
the will not really affect her.
"I have always guarded the
president's office and in trustee
meetings saying .there is a number of phone calls I make,"
shortfall in state funding for she says.

graduate and undergraduate
studies. Also, anyone requiring a
phone for medical or safety
reasons will be able to
keep a
phone line.
Kempton says it costs the
department $19.80 per month to
department is getting rid of
about 20 lines and Kempton

—

University's
political science department will
remove all
phone lines by Oct.
15, except for lines specifically
for

from the main

Kempton

have a line in each office. The

Northern Illinois

needed

becoming too costly
Some of the exceptions
include lines for directors of

student

estimates it will

save

of putting the
lines back in is $42 each. Kempton
the department also
says
considered removing Internet
connections in the

Students and teachers will have to
use e-mail instead because
budget
issues have forced university

would

departments to make cuts.

a

month per line.
He says the cost

department chair
Daniel Kempton.
contact, says

$25 to $30

decided

offices, but has

against it after learning it

about
reconnect those lines.

$190

cost

to

says
faculty
members still may make calls

Kempton

Ex-CIA leader worried
about U.S. relations

says

By Josh Sullivan
Kentucky Kernel (U. Kentucky)

(U-WIRE) LEXINGTON,
Ky. — Adm. Stansfield Turner,
former CIA director, told a

standing-room only crowd
Friday he worried about the
course of U.S.
foreign relations.
"I'm not

sure

time when I

was

if I recall

less

sure

a

of

By Julianne Klimetz
Daily Free Press (Boston IK)

about," Mcclain said. "No

(U-WIRE) BOSTON —
Boston University has begun
installing cellular telephone
top of Danielsen

towers on

Hall,

"In

housing at Danielsen, she didn't
even know what I was
talking
referred

was

exposure to

were never

addition.
"There
elevators

notified about the

signs up by the
apologizing for the
noise," Mcclain said. "But they
never

were

told

construction

us

what kind of

they were doing."

Mcclain said she found out
about the towers by talking to a
construction worker in an
elevator.
"When I called the director of

everything is

so

children, tumors and immunity

were never

on

person to the next until
Director of Major Construction

However,

one

can mess

with

—

told what

we were never

was
going
given any

choice."

several

other

studies have shown that cellular

David

Flynn contacted her, but towers do not significantly harm
students
he did not provide much people.
drive in
information.
Kreger said she is very
construction.
"He told me they were passionate about the issue
College of Communication cellular towers for Nextel," because her hometown fought
the installation of cell phone
juniors Tracey Mcclain and Mcclain said.
Michelle Kreger are two of the
Flynn was unavailable for towers and she worries about
students leading the fight comment
last
week.
BU health issues.
"We don't know what will
against the cell towers. Mcclain spokesman
Colin
Riley
said she was extremely upset confirmed
the
towers' happen in the next 40 years,"
when she found out about them construction and said once Kreger said.
and students living in Danielsen operational, they will be part of
Mcclain said her research
several
to start a petition
opposition to the

spurring

the most is that

problems
it
your DNA."
...

Mcclain said she

from

cases

hush-hush," Mcclain said. "We

one

knew."

some

radiation has led to leukemia in

Mcclain said she was told the
construction would be done by

mid-October.
"Students and

parents need

to know about what's

going on,
to be given a

and students need
choice on where to

live," she

said.

Kreger said what bothers her
most is that students were not

informed about the installation.
"Had

they told

us, this would
be a whole different issue," she
said. "As students we are taught
not to live in ignorance, and
that's what they're trying to do

the Office of Environmental
Health and Safety's radio

indicates that the most exposure

frequency safety program, which
already involved installing

250 feet of the tower

to us."

step in this fight is to find out

Mcclain said she believes
students should be released
from their housing contracts and
deserve compensation for what
has happened.

has

other towers. He directed
further inquiries to Flynn.
After learning about the

some

towers at

said she

Danielsen, Mcclain

began researching the

effects of cellular towers.

to the radiation

happens within

— or "the
whole building."
Mcclain said that her next

what her

rights

are

and make

they

are protected. She has
contacted local news stations
sure

and

started

circulating

"The repercussions
may

a

of this petition.
"The
be severe," Mcclain said.
thing that bothers me

Kreger, who helped draft the
petition last weekend, said 15
students signed it in the first few
hours of circulation.

mandates
congressional
review of portions of the law

five

every

years,

helps

ensure

the act isn't abused.
Turner also said the United
States needs to work with

series of lectures held in honor

Michael

Desch, director of

of Vince Davis, a former
director of the Patterson School
of Diplomacy and International

the Patterson School, said he

Commerce.

"Admiral Turner is a guy
who's on the cutting edge in
terms of current issues," he said.
President Lee Todd said he
has great aspirations for the
annual lecture series.
"We envision this lecture

Turner said.
He outlined four

Boston students protest cell towers

property searches, among
other aspects.
Responding to criticisms of
the act, he said the act's
Sunset
Clause,
which

the direction this country is other
nations to
gather
going," said Turner, director intelligence.
"We're going to need their
during the 1970s, in a lecture
at the University of Kentucky
friendship,"
he
said.
Student Center.
"Intelligence truly is the first
His speech was the first in a line of defense."

"We must keep the war on
terrorism at center stage,"

The
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areas on

which the United States
should focus.
The United States needs to

was

pleased to have
speak.

a

forward

thinker

series

as a means

of

attracting

the

confront
North
Korea's
nuclear weapons capabilities,

greats of American foreign
policy to our campus," he

he said.
"There is no greater threat
of terrorism today than the

said.

possibility of North Korea
providing weapons of mass

Turner's

foreign policy
beyond his
leadership of the U.S.
gathering
intelligence
credentials extend

destruction to terrorists," he
said.
Turner
also
said
he

community.

supports enlisting the aid of
the United Nations to put

Second Fleet and the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization's

pressure on

As

an

admiral in the

Navy.,
U.S!

Turner commanded the

the North Korean Striking Fleet Atlantic.
He

government.

"[They should] insist there

also

was

in

commander

the

of

chief

be verifiable disarmament,"

NATO's Southern Flank.

Turner said.

Turner
is
currently a
professor and senior research

He

also

talked

about

securing homeland safety,
saying
that
the
new
Department of Homeland
Security is off to a good start.
Turner said he supports

scholar at the Center for
International and Security
Studies at the University of

the USA PATRIOT Act, which

communication

gives greater authority to
intelligence
gathering
agencies.
It gives the FBI and CIA the
means
to check personal
library records and conduct

said she

was

Turner's

resume

Maryland.
Johnson,

Jamie

a

freshman,

impressed with
and speech.
"His experience makes him
good source of information

a

the
said.
on

war on

terrorism," she

Dennis Kucinich for President

MAGNOLIA
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Nukes spark
By Sam F. Ghattas

U.N. demands Palestinians march for war

up pressure on
the deadline.

Associated Press

Tehran to meet

had uncovered the

UNITED NATIONS

—

Iran

acknowledged yesterday tha't
•traces
of
weapons-grade
^uranium

were

found

at one of

its nuclear

facilities, but denied
it enriched the material, and its
■foreign minister said the
Country was prepared to allow

[unfettered nuclear inspections.
Foreign Minister Kamal
[Kharrazi said his country has
;"nothing to hide" from
•inspectors. But he said that
before Iran signs a protocol
[allowing the more severe
■inspections, it wants assurances
that signing will end the conflict
over

"We want to make sure that
^additional protocol is going to
[solve the problems, and it is

;going to be enough," Kharrazi
told reporters at the United
Atomic

International

Energy

Agency

•demands Iran agree by Oct. 31
Lto allow unfettered inspections
and

stop

all

Iran insists it will not

uranium

■enrichment. The United States,

[Europe and Russia have hiked

stop

uranium enrichment and that it

the

Associated Press

Salehi, speaking
Tehran television, ruled out

on

that the enriched uranium
found at either site was

produced in Iran. Tehran
maintains that traces of the

new

material
were
right to a peaceful nuclear enriched
allowed under the imported
on
equipment
Nuclear
Non-Proliferation purchased from abroad.
"It needs a lot of centrifuges
Treaty.
"We have always stressed to work for a long time to enrich

that

By Ibrahim Barzak

Ali Akbar

a

program, as

don't have any program
to produce a nuclear weapons
and all our activities are legal in
we

the

framework
our
of
commitment to the NPT and

rights based on NPT and
under the safeguard of IAEA,"
our

Kharrazi said.

its nuclear program.

[Nations.
The U.N.

sending a team
to Iran for key negotations
Thursday then a new round of
inspections will begin Friday.
has

traces at

site.

The IAEA is

:

THE LANTERN

uranium," he told the TV
station. "The IAEA and we
know that there has been no
such level of activity in Iran."
The United States, however,
has pointed the discoveries as
evidence that Iran is secretly

developing nuclear weapons.
IAEA
spokesman Mark
Gwozdecky said the agency had

"Everyone talks about
signing additional protocol, and
in principle, we don't have any no comment on the Iranian
problem to have more severe acknowledgement of the find at
inspections because we don't Kalay-e.
have anything to hide," he said.
A diplomat familiar with the
In
Tehran,
Iran's Iran nuclear issue, speaking in
representative to the IAEA Vienna on condition of
aknowledged that traces of anonymity, said there was no
enriched uranium were found way of telling from the samples
at the Kalay-e Electric Co., just
available to the IAEA whether
west of Tehran. Diplomats said
the Iranian explanation for the
last week that IAEA inspectors two discoveries was true.

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip —
The Palestinians were better off
before they launched their

uprising against Israel, the
ousted Palestinian security
chief said
yesterday, as
thousands marched

to mark

the

three-year anniversary of the
revolt.
In an interview with' The
Associated Press, Mohammed
Dahlan also said the Palestinians
misread the dramatic changes

brought by the Sept. 11 terror
on

the United States, and

that hurt
statehood.

their'aspirations of

attacks

It is

anniversary of the Palestinian uprising in the West Banktown of
Ramallah, yesterday. A poster of Palestinian leader Marwan
Barghouti, imprisoned by Israel, is seen on left background.

"To die is better than Bank compound after a bout
under occupation," with the flu.
Aides said Arafat, 74, sent for
Barghouti told an Israeli court,
delivering closing arguments in his personal physician, Dr.
his murder trial. Israel accuses Ashraf al-Kurdi, who lives in
him of involvement in attacks Jordan. Arafat had been ill for
three days and was unable to
that killed 26 Israelis.
"I am proud of the intefadeh.
keep down food., said his aide,
I am proud of the resistance to Nabil Abu Rdeneh.
the
Israeli
occupation,"
Smiling at reporters after
Barghouti said, addressing the descending the steps slowly, Arafat
thanked King Abdullah II of Jordan
judges in Hebrew.
Also Monday, Palestinian for sending al-Kurdi and three
leader Yasser Arafat emerged other doctors, adding, "but now
smiling from his battered West the illness is over, thank God."
years.

rare

for Palestinians to

openly
"intefadeh"

the
criticize
despite growing

misgivings among some,
especially those whose lives
have been severely disrupted
by Israeli travel bans and
military raids aimed keeping
suicide bombers and gunmen
Israel.

out of

In Tel

LAURENTREBOURS/AP

Palestinian gunmen parade during a march to mark the third

Aviv,

a prominent
uprising, Marwan
Barghouti, said he had no
regrets about the past three

leader of the

living
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Telemarketers do not mind
nationwide do-not-call list
By Deb Riechmann

breakneck action in courts and

almost 20 years:

Associated Press

Congress, the FTC said the list

want

scheduled
WASHINGTON
the
nation's

Many of
largest
telemarketing companies say
they will comply with the
—

national do-not-call list

even

a legal quagmire has put
the program on hold.
The fight in the courts means
telemarketers can keep dialing

though

despite President Bush's decision
sign legislation passed by
Congress last week to affirm the
to

Federal Trade Commission's

authority to establish the no-call
list, which has swelled to more
than 50 million
cellular numbers.
After

a

home and

effect

best
hope for an
immediate decline in telephone
sales pitches may rest with the

The

Direct

industry

seems to
understand what we've said for

America's

ratcheted up

their
spending by a strong 0.8 percent
in August, helping to power an
economic resurgence.
The advance in

spending
reported by the Commerce
Department on Monday came on
top of an even bigger 0.9 percent
increase in July as larger
paychecks and other incentives
from President Bush's third tax
cut

charities.

began to take hold.

expectations.
"It

was

almost like Christmas

August,"

said

Research

Argus

Richard

economist

Yamarone,
"Consumers

are

with

Corp.
really

supporting the expansion with a
voracious appetite for spending."
On Wall Streets, stocks
moved higher. The Dow Jones
industrials gained 30 points and
the Nasdaq was up 11 points in

morning trading.

disposable
by 0.9 percent
in August, following a 1.5
percent jump in July.
The government attributed
Americans'

incomes advanced

much

of

the

August to the president's strongest back-to-back growth
which lowered federal rates since the last two quarters
of 1999.
tax withholdings, boosting
Analysts caution that they
people's take-home pay and
have predicted second-half
provided other incentives.
Excluding the tax impact, economic rebounds for three
disposable incomes increased by years that have failed to happen
a more modest 0.3
percent in as consumers and companies
grew cautious.
July and 0.2 percent in August.
Near rock-bottom short-term
The spending and income
figures are not adjusted for price rates along with the latest round
of tax cuts are helping to support
changes.
Consumer spending accounts consumer
spending
and
for roughly two-thirds of all offsetting the negative impact of
economic activity in the United a
sluggish job market,
States. Because

The August spending figure
was in line with economists'

in
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tax cut,
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—
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calls from businesses but not
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Garage
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U.S. District Judge Lee R.
West ruled in Oklahoma City

early last week that the FTC
lacked authority to run the
Association, registry.
That prompted
Marketing
representing more than 70 Congress to quickly pass a bill
percent of the telemarketing clarifying the agency's role.
Bush signed the measure at a
industry, asked its members last
White
House
week to abide by the list.
ceremony
Nearly 200 of the largest yesterday afternoon.
On Thursday, U.S. District
voiced no
members have
objection to the request and Judge Edward W. Nottingham
ruled that the do-not-call list is
some have actively pledged to
comply, association spokesman unconstitutional on free-speech
Louis Mastria said yesterday.
grounds because it applies to
telemarketers.

Outside Tuttle Park

said.

The

"The

bewildering week of

take
hold.

to

tomorrow is on

People don't

get called, they
shouldn't get called," Mastria
to

increase

in

disposable incomes in both July

of that, the

you

always

like ours,
for one special.

get a two

Come

to

Ashley's

restaurant at

Holiday

Inn On The Lane for the test deals and
best lunch buffets in the city. Our
buffet
with

economists say.
In August, businesses

slashed
shoppers is a major
factor in shaping the economy's jobs for the seventh month in a
row. And, more recently, claims
recovery.
Thus far, consumers are for unemployment benefits have
keeping their pocketbooks and remained stubbornly high.
Consumer spending on
wallets sufficiently open to keep
the nation's cash registers "durable" goods went up by 2.8
humming and the economy's percent in August, following a
3.3 percent increase in July.
rebound chugging forward.
The economy grew at a 3.3
Spending on "nondurables"
percent rate in the second quarter rose by 0.9 percent for the second
of this year and economists are straight month. For services,
predicting that it is now gaining spending increased by 0.3 percent
in August, after a 0.5 percent gain.
even more momentum.
Because disposable income
Many analysts believe the
economy is growing at a rate in growth outpaced spending, the
nation's personal savings rate, or
excess of 5 percent in the current
quarter and should be able to savings as a percentage of after-tax
maintain growth above 4 percent in incomes, rose to 3.8 percent in
the final three months of the year.
August from 3.6 percent in July.
That forecast, if it proves to,, The savings rate in August marked
be correct, would represent the the best showing since February.

behavior of
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ASHLEY

HOFFMAN

Controversial,

Gallery features art of the air

gifted
director dies
at age

Tips for
tipping,

Art celebrates
100th anniversary
of Wright Brothers

94

small

achievement
By Chaka Ferguson
Associated Press

By Andria Venezia

talking

Lantern arts writer

NEW YORK (AP)

Elia

—

Kazan, the Academy Awardwinning director of such
influential films as "On the

Imagining
Explorations by

Artists will be on view at the
Ohio Arts Council's Riffe

Waterfront" and "A Streetcar
Named Desire" but whose
conduct during the McCarthy
era haunted his career,
died

director

died

Dayton-area

did not

give a

cause

of death.

of flight; however, the artists'
works
are
highly
individualized. The exhibit

staged five Pulitzer Prizewinning plays: "The Skin of
Our Teeth," "Death of a
Salesman,"
"A
Streetcar

presents a thorough range of
media, including painting,
drawing,
video,

Named Desire," "Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof" and "J.B.," for which
Kazan won his first of three

fiber

Tony Awards for directing.

painting, "Icarus," is truly
breathtaking. The painting

was one

on

Katherine

Un-American

Kadish's

the

painting allows the

experience him as a
companion, not a small object
seen from the
ground."
Anne Hubler, a wellknown Ohio fiber artist,
created a piece entitled
"Flyover." It is a tribute to a
large-scale contemporary
sculpture, also entitled
"Flyover," created by David

blues,

betrayal during the reign of Sen.
Joseph McCarthy. "There's a

captivating.

Are you

with

is

J*
Andy

hurting

The decision reopened wounds
and touched off a
painful

only a smattering of
Some
audience
showed

their

disapproval with silence.
Besides

his

two

includes

positioned

two

near

"As the viewer

moves to

the

assistant Rhonda Bair-Garant
said. "This is the artist's way of

Oscar-

winning efforts, Kazan directed
"A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn," the
film version of "Streetcar," "East

SEE KAZAN PAGE 10

or tropical coming out
top? Does your drink
require a blender, a drainer,
or

opening scenes which roar
with comedic value.
While shacked up in the
posh
Tokyo Park Hilton, Harris meets
the acquaintance of Charlotte

Lantern arts

'ISr^SflB
-

jajPIS

^

I
•!

Though released to the
public nearly five days ago,
Sofia Coppola's thoughtful film,
(Scarlett Johansson of "Ghost
"Lost in Translation," begs World"), a young Ivy Leaguereview more than any major graduate who tagged along with
release of the preceding nine rock photographer husband John
(Giovanni Ribisi), who seemingly
monthsWritten and directed by adores his doe-eyed
wife, but is
Coppola, the movie is meant to caught up in the fast paced world
reflect the anxieties
and of high fashion, record labels and
emotions felt by the director
rock 'n' roll. Charlotte spends her
during an extended stay in days moping about the hotel,
If
Tokyo.
the
film
is sometimes venturing out into
representative of her journey, dreary Tokyo, but mainly
then prominent feelings of lounging in her room
listening to
extreme reservation, isolation
a
book on tape , regarding
and awkwardness are all individual
soul-searching. Bob
and
Charlotte
conveyed accurately.
become
The film follows two likable acquaintances in the Hilton's bar,
protagonists as they are where they each spend large
intercepted by these emotional amounts of time, and become
issues while on individual trips quick friends with cold emotions.
to the Japanese
metropolis. Bob The two spend the rest of the film
Harris (Bill Murray) is an aging
exploring
other's
each
American movie star, brought to isolationism and
attempting to
an advertising root out the causes of it in one
Japan to star
campaign for one of the national another.
brands of whiskey. A $2 million
The film's approach to this malepaycheck and a vacation female relationship—one that isn't
opportunity from his cold, centered on sex—is unique. Bob is
overbearing wife are his reasons played to genius proportions in the
for the trip. Working with character's ability to be so
many
Japanese film crews and a nearly things at once: warm, yet sarcastic
insurmountable
language and self-absorbed, an actor

BByIanJmes
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COURTESY OF FOCUS ENTERTAINMENT

Bob (Bill

Murray) and Charlotte (Scarlett Johansson) share a
danceclub moment in Sofia Coppola's latest, "Lost In Translation."

barrier confuses Bob and

creates

dedicated to the craff s foundations,

though willing to sell out to the
highest

bidder.

Johansson's

Charlotte is tender, wounded, and
fragile. The attention to detail in
their friendship development is

crafty and precise and never over
the top or melodramatic
And this
represents the reason
"Lost in Translation" is such a

gorgeous film. It never once crosses
lines that would make it feel silly or

staged. In fact, it's reserved
in
comparisons to other current
mannerisms feel extraordinary

American movies, as none seem to
strive for it in the way this film does.

The work feels honest and that is
not a word that can be associated
with many other films.
The photography work as well,
works in this same regard.
Tokyo

slightly drab and rainy by
day, bright and flashy at night, but
appears

exagerration of either. If
anything, it is portrayed as a maze
ready to swallow the unsure, which
is exactly the effect the culture and
never an

geography have
characters.
While

this

upon

the two

movie

is

not

technically perfect on any level, it

is

so
dynamic within regards to its
comedy, thoughtfulness and
visual presentation that it leaves

the

viewer

stunned,

even

dumbfounded, and leaves
lingering emotions and affected
thoughts for days to come.
4

(Tip more,
Finally,,

is making his/her
wage off of
your tip, and often they make
less than minimum wage. A
good rule of thumb is $1 per
drink, $2 for every three
beers, and err on the side of

being generous. What's a
couple of extra dollars to you,
anyway, if you're spending
your money at the bar in the
first place?
Dear

Ashley,

How

intellectually obscure

is too intellectual and obscure
for parties? I

really want to

talk about James
Joyce's
theories on androgyny, but I
don't want people to think
I'm

some

3)

remember that the bartender

She said the exhibit has
attracted
many
people

film

shaker?

a

obviously)

to be

"Lost" a gorgeous

tVo

something

of the

throughout the
other two screens, they become state of Ohio," Riffe
Gallery
part of the movie," gallery director Mary Gray said.
seems

than

plastic

back 60 years.
"The interest in aviation

cameras

the ceiling.

a

ordetittgtockrails

more

i n g r e dfffl tS*"ari37 rtT

saying the future isn't what it interested in aviation.
background that used to be."
"The gallery is located
Ron Kaplan uses
captures
the
scrap very close to the university,
viewer's eye within metal from World War II admission is
free, and our
the graceful body planes and then
paints hours are flexible enough to
forms.
images on them which were accommodate
students'
Jud Yalkut, an often used years ago. His schedules,"
Gray said.
internationally known "Memphis Belle" portrays an
The Riffe Gallery is located
filmmaker
and attractive blonde female who at 77 S.
High St., directly
video artist, created likely served as
inspiration to across from the State
a video installation
the young men in combat.
Building.
For
more
entitled
"Flash Kaplan's attention to detail
information,
go
to
Video." This piece appears to take the viewer
www.riffegallery.org.

controversy. At the ceremony,

members

the

illusion of flight in
his photography of
dancers. "Angels"
features
three
dancers against a
white seamless

said.
Kazan received a special
Oscar in 1999 for his life's work.

was

Snow

created

people, but I'd rather hurt them
a little than hurt
myself a lot," he

applause.

"'"'OTJMfcSY OF TFJTRIFFE GALLERY
Above, Dayton artist Jud Yalkut's video installation "Flash Video" includes tow
cameras positioned on the
ceiling to involve the audience in the live video
stream. Andy Snow's "Angels" features three white clad dancers
against an
equally white background. The show at Riffe will hang through Oct. 19.

of

oranges

tip

make

good
impression, assuring yourself
great service in the future? 2)

magnificent
purples

and

and

more

DayfWff-TTgr'** " W

Years later, Kazan insisted he
carried no guilt for what many
of his colleagues saw as a

better

do you come into this bar?
Would it behoove you to

dowhfdwn *
use

or

a

probably not enough.If you
are
ordering six bottles of PBR
without frosty pint glasses, a
$6 tip is too much.
Always take into account
the following: 1) How often

Black and
locatett in

others.

there

real martini, but I
digress...) with chocolate
shavings on the top, a $6 tip is

and

:f

course,

drinking whiskey,
yef,

viewer to enter Icarus' world

members of the Communist

then, of

the variables. If you are,

for instance, ordering six
Godiva Liqueur "martinis" (If
we must call them martinis. I
would call them barelyalcoholic seven-dollar wastes
of calories when one could be

brochure, "the large scale of

January 1952, Kazan identified
eight people he said had been

there

And
are

According to the gallery's

World War II to rid the United
States
of
any
communist
influences.
In his testimony,
given in

servers/bartenders, you
never tip less than 15

percent, and 18-20 percent is
the industry standard.

draws from the well-known
Greek myth of Icarus flying
too
close
to
the
sun.

Activities, set up shortly after

normal sadness about

For

should

performance.

of the most

Party with him in the mid-1930s.
All were eventually blacklisted.
Most left the country or
simply never worked in theater
or film
again; a few were lucky
enough to keep their jobs using
pseudonyms. Kazan defended
his decision by sarin g*Th a fait"
were
already known to the
committee, a starUWR'SplSTtJU' By

There are a lot of variables
that go into tipping, but there
is one rule that never
changes:

photography, bookmaking,
art, sculpture and

prominent entertainment figures
to
testify before the House
Colmmittee

tipping one dollar per
drink, but this gets pretty
expensive
and
seems
extravagant when I am
buying a round of six. —
Jamie J., 21

inspired by the concept

was

Kazan won Oscars for
"Gentleman's Agreement" and
"On the Waterfront" and

Kazan

of

artists,

celebrates the centennial of
the
Wright
brothers'
remarkable achievement.
Each piece in the exhibit

Manhattan home Sunday. She

Ashley,

How much do I tip
my
bartender? I am in the habit

The
exhibit,
which
includes 39 works by 12

his

at

Dear

Gallery through Oct.' 19.

yesterday at the age of 94.
"A genius left us," Kazan's
lawyer, Floria Lasky, said after
the

Flight:
Dayton

an

elitist. At parties,

should I always play to the
lowest common denominator?
I refuse to
engage in small
talk. — Chris B„ 22
It's

funny that I should

receive this

question, because
special
topics course on James Joyce's
"Ulysses." I was surrounded
by honors English majors who
all knew each other,
mainly
because they followed this
particular professor to every
two years

course

ago I took a

he

taught. What

lonely class that
aforementioned

a

was! The
studen-ts

would

hang on to the
professor's every word,
smugly laughing at his jokes

about French existentialists
and shooting each other the
fraternizing glances that only

who has been in a class
with such people can fully
one

appreciate and be annoyed by.
certainly didn't make any

I

friends.

My point is, if you are at a
party with these people, go

ahead and talk your scholarly
face off, and talk and talk,
until all of your features melt

together and it looks like a
Pink Floyd movie. If you are
not at a
party with these
people, feel the situation out.
Etiquette and manners in
general
exist
so
that
uncomfortable situations don't
arise. Don't put
anybody on
the spot. I would never

suggest

playing to the "lowest

SEE HOFFMAN PAGE 11
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KAZAN FROM PAGE

WE GAINED WEIGHT
Seen

Scholarship Channel lately?

our

We've added
and

over

250,000 brand new

revamped

our

scholarships

entire site to give you

more accurate

search results!
AP

Rod

Steiger, left, and Marlon Brando in Elia Kazan's Oscar-winning film "On the Waterfront" Kazan was a gifted
director who was scorned by many because of possible names he gave to Sen. Joseph McCarthy in the 1950s.
of Eden,"

"Splendor in the

congressional testimony. Kazan

Grass," "A Face in the Crowd"

talked with Miller before he

and "The Last Tycoon." His
other stage credits included

testified, and Miller later wrote
a side of his
friend that he had not seen
before:
"He
would
have

Sept. 7,1909, in what was then
Constantinople, Turkey, he was
the son of a Greek rug merchant.
The family came to New York

Sympathy."

sacrificed

when Kazan

dear friend. We
were as close as an actor and
director could be," actor Karl
Maiden said. "I idolize him, I
think he was one of the best
directors I've ever worked with
in theater and films."
Kazan turned to writing in
his 50s and produced six
novels — including several
best
sellers
and
an
—

His Broadway collaboration
with Tennessee Williams began

"Camino

Real," "Sweet Bird of

Youth"

We've

Come and

and

"I lost

changed.
see.

and

"Tea

a

autobiography. The first two
novels, "America, America"
and "The

Arrangement," he

also made into movies.
"Even when I

lives," he

Scholarship Channel at:
www.thelantern.com/scholarships

once

(^)BrekeSicMAr

boy I

or

four

said.

He started out as a stage actor
but his ambition was to direct,

which he began doing in the
mid-1930s. The breakthrough
came when he staged Thornton
Wilder's "The Skin of Our
Teeth" in 1942 and won a New
York Drama Critics Award.
He first teamed with Arthur

journal about
me as

well."

up

in a Greek neighborhood in

Harlem and later suburban New
Rochelle.
He went to Williams College,
where he picked
up ths
nickname Gadget — "I guess
because I was small, compact
and eccentric," he once saidt

with "Streetcar" in 1947 and later
included "Camino Real," "Cat
on a

4 and he grew

was

Hot Tin Roof" and "Sweet

Bird of Youth."
"He approaches a play more
critically than anyone I know;
you find yourself doing more

Shortened to

revisions for him than for any

name

other director," Williams once
said.
Carroll Baker, who played the
Lolita-like character in "Baby

he

Gadge, it

that stuck

came

to

—

and

was a
that

one

loathe.

During his senior year he saw

Sergei

film

Eisenstein's

"Potemkin" and focused

on

the

especially performing arts. He attended the
important in launching the Yale University Drama School,
careers of
young actors at the then joined the Group Theatre in
Actors
him.

was

New York in 1933.

Studio, where she met

got in on your talent
and you didn't have to pay

man,
was

"He doesn't believe in social

anything," she said. "Kazan was

and, if he is bored by
individual or group, he
simply departs without apology
or
explanation," actress Vivien
Leigh once remarked.

real actor's director. He
discovered a lot of people and he
knew how to use you to get the
best performance out of you."

amenities

a

Kazan

a short, stocky intense
preferred casual dress and
direct in social dealings.

Kazan,

"You

once

any

said he turned to

Kazan married three times.
writing because "I wanted to say
and went on to do "Death of a exactly what I felt. I like to say With first wife Molly Day
Salesman," which one critic what I feel about things directly Thatcher he had four children:
termed
"as
exciting and and no matter whose play you Judy, Chris, Nick and Katharine.
devastating a theatrical blast as direct or how sympathetic you After Thatcher's death, Kazan
tluvnervcs of modern.
you l(iftfrq<j4 R^ara Loden, and they
pla,^o^j (are to the^y
can stand."
finally, afc®. do is had two.s.ons,.Leo and. Marco.
His friendship vvith Miller interpret his view of life. When I She died of cancer in 1967; i^p
was never the same after his
speak for myself I get a 1982 he married Frances Rudge.
Miller to .direct "All

powered by:

in his

Doll," said Kazan

was a

wanted to live three

Check Out Ohio State Lantern's

tremendous sense of liberation."
Born Elia Kazanjoglous on

My Sons"

.

Suicide
rock
concert
For

banned

80 years,
TIAA-CREF has helped
over

educators prepare
a more secure

And this year

ST. PETERSBURG, Ha. (AP) —
The St. Petersburg city council

for

passed

retirement.

is

no

law yesterday designed
group's plans to
an on-stage
suicide.

a

to scuttle a rock

feature

The hard-rock band Hell on
Earth had said a suicide by a

terminally ill person would take
place during a concert Saturday
to raise awareness of right-to-die

different.

issues.
In response,

city council met
morning
to
yesterday
unanimously approve an
emergency ordinance making it
illegal to conduct a suicide for

Take

advantage of TIAA-CREF's 457(b)
retirement plan for employees
at The Ohio State University.

commercial

or

entertainment

Why should you choose TIAA-CREF's 457(b) retirement plan?
Well, it,offers great flexibility, higher contribution limits,

purposes, and to host, promote
and sell tickets for such an event.
"While I still think it's a

penalty-free withdrawals-^-more of the benefits top-caliber

publicity stunt, we still couldn't
sit idly by and let somebody lose

employees demand.

their

-Which

Tampa-based Hell of Earth,
known for such outrageous on¬

stage stunts as chocolate syrup

wrestling and grinding up live

experience, ability,
and insight. After all, we're: not just ahead of the curve...
we're inventing it. Still.
means

life," council member Bill

Foster said.

decades, TIAA-CREF has been
managing retirement portfolios for some of the world's
sharpest minds.
What's more, for over eight

you can count on our

blender, created the

rats in a

furor

by announcing the suicide
would happen Saturday at the

Palace Theater in downtown St.

To find out how to enroll in TIAA-CREF's

Petersburg.

457(b) plan at The Ohio State University,

David

call 877-209-3138.

canceled the band's show, and
another venue also turned away

Or visit

us on

the Web at

But

TIAA-CREF.org

the

theater's

Hundley,

owner,

promptly

the event.

Band leader

Billy Tourtelot

has vowed that the concert and
suicide will still take place at an
undisclosed location in the city,
broadcast live on the band's Web
site.

"This show is far

more

than

a

typical performance," Tourtelot
said in an e-mail last week. "This
is about standing up for what

RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEC
TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services. Inc. distrt
Read them carefully before investing. © 2003 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College

Retiri

SAVINGS

believe in, and I am a strong
supporter of physician-assisted
you

suicide."
A Florida law

assisting

in

manslaughter,
felony.

a

already makes
a
suicide

second-degree
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Groove Soda

ARTS CALENDAR

Barrister Hall 560 S.

High

$5

9pm

all nations christian

FRIDAY10/3

TUESDAY 9/30

The

The

Black
Wexner-Mershon Auditorium

$20

7p.m.

fellowship

Please contact:

Dave Attell/ Lewis

Guster/Kathleen Edwards
Promowest Pavilion 405 Neil Ave.

Rich Mendola

$7

7 pm

(614) 97S-5686

•tw—*d|

mendola. 2@osu.edu
www-

Tiara/ Denovo

Spiders/ One Small Step/ Eva to Adam
High Five High & 5th
9 p.m.
$5

ancfchurch* or<f

1189 Dennlson Ave.

(Thompson Recreation Center)

Skully's 1151N. High

10 p.m.

'Rides

$5

provided upon request

Sunday Service at U:00 a.m.
Small Groups

My house will be called a house

Homegrown/ The Starting Line
The Newport 1722 N. High

WEDNESDAY 10/1
Bret Michaels

6 p.m.

$ 15

Five Hgh & 5th

9 p.m.

$5

Players/Animal
Barrister Hall 560 S. High

9 p.m.

$5

7 pm

$ 15

$20

7 p.m.

Promowest Pavilion 405 Neil Ave.

The High

Fall

bar-time delivery customers:

$15

7p.m,

True

Johnny Cash Tribute
Skully's 1151 N. High

9:30 p.m.

$5

Mrs. Children

LOVE

SATURDAY 10/4

Andyman's Treehouse
9:30 p.m.

887 Chambers

Allison Moorer

$5

Little Brother's 1151N.
Keller Williams
The Newport 1722 N.

THURSDAY 10/02
Marvin the Robot
Bernie's 1896N.High

John Scofield Band
Little Brother's 1100N.

10 p.m.

$16

8pm

High

$5

High

*V WOULD YOU PLEASE
High

7 p.m.

$5

Funky G and the Groove Machine
High
9 p.m.

$5

STAY

HOFFMAN FROM PAGE 9
denominator,"

because that would make you'

uncomfortable, and it sounds
as if you wouldn't be very
good at it anyway. You can
find something to talk about
with anyone, and if you

while your

fellow partygoers
speculate about the aspartame
in diet soda causing seizures.

Ashley Hoffman is a senior in
English. Questions for future
columns are encouraged and she can
categorize such conversations be reached for comment and
as the "small talk" you refuse
question at hoffman.308@osu.edu.
Please include first name, first
to be engaged in, exile yourself
initial of last name and age with
to the corner. Trust me, you
will be crying into your beer, each query. '

MTVs
Che Real World Paris

as seen on

elevate
Florence

»

Rome

»

ZermaCC

ARRIVES!
WE DELIVER

Experience beach Pun, ciCy nighCs

and mountain dreams in 2 weeks
or less! sCarCing
A7#

Do You Suffer From Migraine Headaches?
Would you like to try a non-medication and
non-invasive painless approach to relieve your pain?

•airPare not included

@ Lufthansa
airline

The Department of Neurology is participating in
a research study, which involves a non-invasive
medical device for migraines in adults.

more

information

special

2165 N. HIGH ST.

I

Take

a

Pniend Pon

S99!

"see your branch Por decails

1852 N. HIGH ST.
299.8800
1652 NEIL ST.
421.8800

1866 North

High St.

(614) 299.2455

If interested, please call 293-4922
or email jradi.l@osu.edu
for

\{)OU

mm
UNTIL YOUR SANDWICH

europe

This is THE trip oF Che season!
Follow Che cases' PooCsCeps Prom
Paris Co » Nice
»

v

$19

Glasspack/ Snake Handlers/ Trepanation
High Five High & 5th
9 p.m.
Barrister Hall 560 S.

fcommon

Available at Various Times.

of prayer for all nations. Mark 11:17

A NOTE TO OUR

The Yek Raps
The Juliana Theory/ Hopes
The Newport 1722 N. High

11

staEMO

' WE'VE

WWW.JIMMyjOHNS.COM

BEEN THERE.

regarding the study

PICNIC with THE BUCKEYES
wm
Featuring the

Columbus Symphony

Orchestra

s

Tuesday. October 7, 2003
■

6 p.m.on

the Oval

Enjoy a picnic and classic Buckeye tunes,
along with some CSO favorites,
at a free concert on

for Ohio State students,

the Oval

faculty, and staff

Picnic with the

Buckeyes is presented by the Office of First Year Experience

(FYE).

Visit the FYE web site for more information.

http://fye.OSU.edu
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Men's soccer ends weekend with win, tie
By Mike Price
writer

Lantern sports

Ohio State midfielder Sammy

Tamporello put his hands on his
hips, looked up at the sky and

shook his head in disbelief. The

gods had to be getting a
good chuckle at his and the rest of
soccer

the men's

soccer

team expense

Friday night against the University
of Evansville.
"The breaks we're

getting this
year are unreal, nothing is going
our
way," said a puzzled
Tamporello, who had five shots on
the night that barely missed the
net.

"Every shot we have that's on
goal either bounces out, or the
keeper saves it," he said.

That's for sure. In the 20th
minute, Tamporello ran onto a

perfect pass by forward Kevin
Nugent only to have his attempt
glance off the side bar. Then, later
in the game, Tamporello had a
chance to convert on a breakaway
but pushed his shot wide of the
goal.
Fortunately, for Tamporello's
sake, good fortune finally came his
way against the Purple Aces (4-22). He sent a looping ball into the
goal area where Evansville
defender Dan Bigham got twisted
around and did a half bicycle kick
to

DAMIEN PETRANEK/THE LANTERN

Buckeye Adam Schauer drives the ball to evade
defenders Friday.

clear it out. The ball went

helped the Buckeyes stake a 1-1 tie instead of two in the past few
against the Purple Aces. But for the games in an effort to get something
second Week in a row, OSU played going on offense. It worked well
its opponent into double-overtime against the Purple Aces, who had a
difficult time trying to cover all
at home and was unable to cash in
three forwards.
on its
opportunities.
"We had a lot of chances on
"It's a good way for us to play,"
goal; we had a lot of near misses," Bluem said. The three-forward
OSU coach John Bluem said. "That formation created 21 shots, with
was nice to see. We finally get a
eight of those on goal. Both are
little bit of luck in our direction, season-highs for OSU.
"We produced a lot of chances
and so it was good. It came from
tonight, which we haven't been
good pressure from us."
In what Bluem called, "our best doing in the past," Burse said.
performance o>f the season from an "Now, the next game, we have to
attacking standpoint," OSU (2-6-2) work on actually finalizing our
dominated the first half, out chances, put them in the back of
shooting Evansville 11-5. Just a the net."
The Buckeyes did just that
little bit of bad luck, lack of
composure while trying to score Sunday afternoon, upending
and good goaltending by Perkins Wisconsin 1-0 in both teams' Big
erased any chance for the Buckeyes Ten opener at the McClimon Soccer
to get a much needed win. OSU
Complex.
ended its three-game home stand 0Speed burner Dana York scored
his second goal of the season —
1-2.
and the eventual game-winner in
A breakdown of OSU's defense
allowed Evansville to score on a the 30th minute off of a pass from
direct kick for their only goal. midfielder Dustin Kirby. The 20Purple Aces forward Marc Burch yard strike allowed OSU to begin
struck a cross that went in between the tough Big Ten schedule with a
Buckeye defenders. It found the win.
Once the Buckeyes struggling
head of defender Adam Schultz,
who flicked the ball past OSU offense —three goals this season—
goalkeeper Ray Burse Jr. The goal gets in gear, the team should move
came in the 18th minute, becoming
up in the Big Ten thanks to a
the first allowed by the Buckeyes in conference-leading defense, that is
the first half this season. That was allowing 0.88 goals per game.
"Since our defense is carrying
the only opportunity for Evansville
though, as Burse made five saves in our team right now, hopefully our
offense will start clicking and then
110 minutes of play.

straight up and back over Purple
Aces goalkeeper Troy Perkins for
OSU tinkered with its offensive
an OSU goal in the 25th minute.
The miscue by Evansville formation, using three forwards

we can

Ten

be

a

contender for the

Big

title," Tamporello said.

Women par

way to second
By Adam Jardy
writer

Lantern sports

The best way to get over a

disappointing tournament is

the next one. The Ohio
women's golf team

to win

State

nearly did just that.
The Buckeyes took second
place this weekend in the
Lady Northern Intercollegiate
held

Ohio

the

at

State

University Golf Course. In the
NCAA Fall Preview held two
weeks ago, OSU finished 13th
in a field of 18.

"This was a momentum
builder for us," said senior
Allison Hanna. "Our last
tournament

was

disappointing."
Hanna led the way for the
Buckeyes, shooting a two-overpar 218, which tied her for first
place. She was eliminated first
in a playoff with Janice

of Texas and
Oklahoma's Lisa Meldrum.
Olivencia
then
defeated
Meldrum on the second hole to
take the individual crown.
Hot on Hanna's heels was.

Olivencia

Buckeye Kristen White,

fellow

who finished fourth with

a

of 219.

score

"My performance today was

golf," said White, a
junior. "I shot a 73 today, and
mediocre

should have shot
As

shot a
them

score

two

a

65."

the Buckeyes

team,

a

of 895, placing
shots behind

tournament winner Texas.

The teams could get in only
round Saturday due to
adverse weather conditions.
The final two rounds were
one

get back into fighting

By Craig Sweeney
Lantern sports writer

played back-to-back Sunday.
"It's been a long two days,"

shape."

Hanna said.

The Blue Jackets jumped out

After Saturday's round of
play, OSU was in the lead, but
on Sunday the lead slowly
evaporated.
"We let the championship
slip away," OSU coach Therese
Hession said. "We got off to a
slow start (Sunday) and put up
some
big numbers."

in front

early in the first period
Physical defensive play and a with a goal by David Ling. Blue
three-goal second period paved Jacket center Andrew Cassels
the way for the Columbus Blue took control of the loose puck
Jackets in a 5-1 victory over the and got it to Ling who put it into
Pittsburgh Penguins Sunday the net.
In the second period the Blue
night at Nationwide Arena.
The Blue Jackets played their Jackets offense came alive and
fourth game in five days and built up a lead that carried them
now
stand at 2-2-2 in the to the victory. A Pittsburgh
goal by Dick
preseason with two games power-play
remaining before they start the Tarnstrom tied the score at 1-1
less than a minute into the
regular season Oct. 9 in Atlanta.
"It was a pretty sound game,"
period. The Blue Jackets came
coach Doug Maclean said. "That back and scored on a shorthanded goal by Trevor Letowskis
was a real impressive-defensive
game for us. Sound in ourown as he broke away and was
end,goad 'fore-checking and pursued by Martin Straka.
Maclean was pleased with the
good speed especially through
the neutral zone."
ability Letowski i brought to the
From the start of the first

"I didn't

not

you find out
going on at Ohio

what's
State?

we

had

scoreboard watcher."

a

Despite finishing as runner-

theBuckeyes have high

up,

expectations for the season.
"We! have the

do

as

ever

well

been

"We have

team.

can

know

leading until midway
through the first round
(Sunday)," White said. "I'm

"He brings some speed and
period, the Blue Jackets came out
and played physical. Blue Jacket grit to our team," Maclean said.
left winger Jqdy Shelley, who is "He's quick, he's got good speed
recovering, from a groin injury, and he's just a good two-way
added to the physical play when player."
The second goal of the period
he tangled with Penguin Steve
McKenna in the first period. came when defenseman Jaroslav
Shelley and McKenna also Spacek put Luke Richardson's Columbus Blue Jackets goalie Fred
deflected shot in the back of the
battled later in the third period.
mck.
net. The final goal of the period
"He's one of the bigger guys,
Even with the victory Sunday
and I knew he was dressed," occurred when Blue Jacket
Shelley said. "We just kind of center Todd Marchant stole the night, Maclean knows his team
ran into each other there. We
puck and forwarded it to Espen still has things to accomplish in
went at it the first time and the
Knutsen, who made the score 4- order to be ready for the regular
season.
second time we just kind of 1.
"To play a complete game, I
In
the
third
period, Letowski
bumped heads again."
The fights were nothing that scored his second goal of the think that's the focus now," he
game when he beat Pittsburgh said. "We've got lots of work to
Shelley was shying away from.
looking
"Actually, I was
for it goalie Marc-Andre Fleury, who do."
The players also know a
a bit,"
Shelley said. "I want to was caught out of position

How

even

been

as

here," Hession said.
a lot of talent. Plus,

we're young.
one

potential to
that's

any team

We only have

senior."

The
team
realizes,
however, that ther6 is still
room

GENE J. PUSKAR/AP

Brathwaite makes a save on Pittsburgh Penguins' Aleksey Morozov.
victory in the preseason does not
guarantee regular season

ends

and

setting the

excited opening-day roster.
"We're just trying to get
goaltender Marc Denis said. "We ready," Denis said. "Just fine
got two more games, and we'll tuning our systems really.
be ready then."
Everybody that's here is either
The Blue Jackets return to the going to start the season here or
ice Friday night at Nationwide be here at some point in the
Arena against the St. Louis season."
"Let's not get over

here, this is still preseason,"

Crossword

improvement.

"We're too inconsistent."

Blues. Before the game the Blue
Jackets are going to be tying up

loose

for

"Right now we're quite a
ways from winning the
championship," Hanna said.
the

realized

Hession

challenges the team faced this
weekend.
"We have

areas we

really

need to work on," Hession
said. "We made more mental
mistakes
than
physical

mistakes."
The coach is confident that
this team has the hunger to go
far in the postseason.
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MODELING

Johnson Family's
Diamond Cellar

The

looking for bright

customers.

for

We

our

positions:

Assistant

Teachers
We

teachers.

comprehensive benefit
package that includes: Top Pay
(up to $8/hr. for assistant
teachers & up to $10/hr. for
qualified degreed teachers),
a

Care for Employee's
Paid
In-Service

great first

impressions with

following

Vacations,
Paid Sick
Leave, Paid Holidays, Health
Insurance, Dental Insurance,
Life Insurance, Reduced Child

energetic individuals to
make

available for

Paid

environment?
are

COLUMBUS CENTRAL Station
Children's Center now hiring the
and
offer

Do you enjoy a fast paced
luxurious work
We

our

Children,
Training,

Employee
of
the
Month
Program, Plus! Bi-Annual Staff

are

Retreats. We are located at 404
East Mound Street at the
intersection of Main and Grant,

currently hiring
part-time evening &

from Franklin University.
There is a McDonalds right on
the corner of Main and Grant.

Saturday receptionist
and Sawmill locations.

We

just

are

behind

McDonalds. We offer

the

a warm,

loving work environment with a
very low turn-over rate. To
inquire about joining our team,
please call or fax your resume!
Amber Edwards, Director 4699907. 469-0014 fax).

Sawmill store
(614)336-4545
our

Dan.Siegel®
Diamondcellar.com

Randy at

our

Silverskirt.com

Easton store

(614)923-6633

add

or no

experience,

do

catalogs,

models

promotions & shows, call today

or

6280 Sawmill Road

needed

Spring Break. 2004. Work for
Sunsplash Tours and Travel Free 5522.
Destinations & Parties.

Interviewing for cook and
server
Flexible
positions.
schedule.
part-time.
WILL
TRAIN. Apply in person at 1369
Grandview
Ave.
Riverside Dr.

care for 19 month old in
ODD JOBS, yard work. 1-1.5
home 2 week days per week
hours per week.. $25. Requires

ONE

ON

One

Student

Aide.

2

southeast

mentally &

physically challenging position.
Previous experience with children
who have developmental delays
&
sensory issues a bonus!
Contact Laura at 395-5071.
PAINTER

Interior

-

email Must have
for 989-4000

&

Exterior

students of all ages.

Damon's

our

Please

part-time babysitting (1-2
evenings/week & one weekend
evening) for 2 1/2 year old girl,
opportunity to earn additional
income with some home projects,
please call 614-757-5247 if
interested, education
or. early
childhood development majors
preferred.

be

teaching positions M-F morning +
afternoon,
full
+
part-time

unique mix of polished full
service, casual dining with
a delicious, yet healthy
cuisine. If you're looking for

Word and MS Excel, and be able
to work 15-20 hours per week

children in during normal business hours
(8daily activities at St. Mary School 5). Knowledge of various multiin German Village. Monday family
affordable
housing
finance
Friday 2:30-5:30. 10 minutes
from
campus. $8.50/hr.
Now
hiring for fall quarter. Please call

443-8972^

ALL STUDENTS. $13.50 base-

government
loan and grs
guaranteed starting pay. programs a plus. Please em
work environment with other resume to: crobb@naht.org

Fun
students. 10-40 hours/wk around fax to 614-451-3370.
classes/other job.
Co-ops &

in

awarded,

FALL

AMATEUR
MODELS needed.
No experience necessary. Earn

$200/shoot. 614-783-0886.

up to

;

-

from

school

& lead

in arts

for

summer

&

Time

M-F, 8-5. Call 323-3898.

needed
for
older
company
established 1946. We can use SEEKING

.

full or part-time, students

you

welcome. We train. 262-9700.

INTERNSHIPS

with

International
Marketing
Company.
www.collegeincome.com

SELL SPRING Break Trips. All
the fun & all the protection, yr
American
Express Worldwide.
Guaranteed best buy. 1 FREE

old autistic child.
T,

and/or

9

RF

holidays.

in

person,

University Inn of Columbus, 3160
Olentangy River Road.
(drug
free please) for modeling nude
photo/film/video. as a job or
hobby,
audition,
will
train,
unsure? no obligation, discretion

FUN
ENVIRONMENT,
schedules!» Signature,

ltrywide
3

Hotline. 50 hours
training. Psych

intervention

^credit. Training begins in Iat6

Sept.„; Sifrmonth

.commitment

flexible from Dec 2003 through May
Inc, "■« '2(J04. Work six hours per week.
Service Call Susan at 299-6600,
'

Legendary Sales &
Training & Business Consulting 2004.
Company, is currently hiring TRADER JOE'S is now
recruiting
PART-TIME
phone
assured. 614-262-6999
crew
members for its Dublin,
representative with international Ohio
grocery
store.
Work
up to
ATTRACTIVE
FEMALES sounding
voices to call our 35 hours
per week. Quarterly
needed.
2-3
nights/week for international clients. Bilingual
golden
$
opportunity. (Spanish/English) candidates are
wages, tv
Modeling/visual services only. No also needed. The ideal candidate
i!,
will have experience dealing with
ling, no nudity. $2000+
rsoi
Call Julie after 6pm, £
customers over the phone, strong
Oh. 43017.
.

discreet,

no nonsense. 614-657-

1843 for details.
AUTISM

Become

-

compassionate

BARTENDER/LAUNDRY
pay is $10 per hour & the
flexible.
are
Send Assistant. Dirty Dungarees, 2586
a schedules
N. High St. (Hudson & High).
well- resumes to: 614-734-0188 (fax);

&

team

established

who

are

continually making a difference in
8 year old son's future.
our
GET
Scott's

PAID

for

your

opinions! Call Jay at 263-6363.

warm & dedicated parents
Earn $15-$125 and more per
WANTED: CAMP-IN Overnight
looking for a special tutor to
help
with
interactive
play,
Operations
Team
Members!
communication skills, community www.paidonlinesurveys.com
Ensure a safe, clean, comfortable
for
outings, & school. Watching Scott GOLF COURSE maintenance. environment
overnight
are

achieve

many
new
goals
continues to be exciting and very

rewarding to everyone who works
with him. You will gain valuable
experience that graduate schools
on
may
look
for
future
applications. This is a paid
position, 15 hours/week (training

FT

PT

available.

hours

GROCERY

8762.

All

sales

No program

be

CLERICAL

of

programs.

position,

flexible

hours,

15-20

Cashier,

Deli

Ave

HELP

WANTED!

Earn

Extra

,

at over 500 offices nationwide.

local

mortgage

HELP WANTED
CHILD CARE

company.

Position involves offering clients
ability to lower their mortgage

the

j majors. A,.,..,
internship position

an

experience

no

Scholarships awarded, all
18+,

conditions

ages

hfigh

exist,

great

Friday

and exam
& maintain

stock

rooms,

HELP WANTED

GENERAL

You'll be

jumping for joy when you join the
winning team at Safelite AutoGlass, The
nation's largest windshield repair
and replacement company, we offer
exciting part-time opportunities for
'cheery" people to succeed with us as:

\Contact Center 5ervice

social

one.

Must
have
excellent
communication
skills.
$13.50 2515.

customer

Base-Appt,

service/sales,
all
ages
18+,
conditions
apply. Work 5-35
to
hrs/wk. Call Monday-Friday 9a-

ATTENTION

SPECIAL

insurance. 614-457-31
FEMALE " models
wanted for website photoshoots.
No
nudity
9363 8a-4p.

required.

12:30amj Sat. 1:00-5:00pm,

speakers

wanted

conduct

to LOOKING

FOR

exam

-

Part-time

Ideal candidate will be available
to work Mon & Wed 8:30-5 and
Ed Fri 8:30-12:30. Office is located

RESTAURANT/

BABYSITTER WANTED,

FOOD SERVICE

PROFESSIONAL

HOME

Experience working

1

offer:
We
Flexible scheduling around your preferred, but not
class schedule, M-F days- no Valid driver's license, high school
weekends
nights,
are
not diploma or GED, and current
auto insurance required.
486mandatory
performance bonus, paid training"
vehicle allowance, eligible for first
pay increase '
1
provide: Good people skills, pride

rkmanship, insured vehicle,
work ethic, bondable. Call

jobs@moretimefbryou.com.

x

306.

Dublin

-

corner

at
or

$169,697.
Little
8 MAZDA 626 LX. Green, auto, 5:2%-5.6%
Occupancy end
loaded, CD, 109K miles, clean, cash needed.
October
Jim
614-554-2183.
runs excellent. KBB $6075, will
sell for $3995. (614) 989-8638.
TOYOTA Corolla CE.

loaded,

Auto,

130K

miles

$500.

Police

614-537-7180
& flexible hours
Learn to cook at

a top ten restaurant
A perfect job for Figlio,
two locations,
Grandview
looking to go into
education or child development! Arlington. If you are bright
energetic
and
enjoy
working
First
Aid
preferred.
t people, cc
Part-tii

with

-

just off 1-270 at Cleveland Avenue

•

Part-Time

Openings

Inbound Calls

Only - No Telemarketing
•Bilingual/Spanish positions available now
Our Contact Center Service
Contact Center team responding to
will obtain information and schedule
communication and keyboarding sialism our friendly and dynamic call
center environment. 'Customer service experience required; call center

experience preferred.
Our Inside Sales Team

Representatives will receive calls from customers
who have received glass damage to their vehides. You will sell auto glass
and schedule repairs. 'One year ofsales or collections experience
required. Email your resume to: shannon.baker@safelite.com.
Se habla espanol? Even better: we are looking for both

Contact Center
Service Representatives and Inside Sales Team Representatives to
join our new Bilingual Team. We are offering a bilingual/Spanish pay
differential to qualified applicants who are able to communicate as well
as translate both verbally & in writing!

Competitive starting salary
Quarterly & annual bonus incentive opportunities
Great flexible schedules • 401(k) with company match
Paid training • Great part-time benefits

•

Please

business attire when you apply in person
Monday-Friday, 8:00am-4:30pm at

wear

2400 Farmers

good price. Tor

TICKETS

109, 921-0292.
CARS

FROM

WANT TO BUY

mpounds and tax repo's. Foi OSU FOOTBALL tickets needed.
call 1-800-319- No-student
tickets, please. Call
766-1115

(740) 881 -0982.

or

CHEVY LUMINA 93 Euro Sedan.
"

~

cruise, AC, V6, automatic,
no accident?,, new brakes,„$2poo,
614-286filedepo@yahoo.com

TRAVEL/VACATION

SO
Many Spring Break
^6MpSrffeg; Book ctet/Wittv the
established
leader
in
associates
&
Spritfg
MX3 MAZDA
Sporty black '94 Break travel. Better
trips, better
Full-time & Part-1
Good
condition,
runs
great.
prices. Early booking incentives.
wage w/ overt
$4,300. 614-205-6636.
discounts.
Group
Free
3 record w/ insurance

HORTICULTURE
SEASONAL/PT
STARTING
@

POSITION.

$7/HR.

TRUCK-CHEVY S10, old, runs
OBO. School bushome. Great for charter or Home
ss, etc. $1000 OBO. 271-

ELECTRONICS

other
~""_

some

CAMPUS

AREA,

AUTUMN/WINTER

and

with

Flexible

Riverside Dr.

Go

Acapulco, party in Vi
in Cabo - all \
Rossi Tours, book by Oct. 31-get
free meals! organize a group &
crazy

COMPUTERS/

Type of work involves

watering, weeding, leaf clean up,
—1

destinations!

FOR SALE

The

Angel
Computer Shop.
New, used
Sales, service, repairs. Internet

travel for free, call for details.
800-875-4525 or www.bianchi-

A
"REALITY"
2004. Only with

Spring Break
Sunsplash Tours

featured in "The Real Cancun"
movie. Lowest prices, free meals
& parties before November 6. 2
Free
Trips
for
Groups.

QUARTER

FOR SALE
Internships available.
www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800^
political
&
legislative
FURNITURE/
426-7710.
internships in the government
affairs
dept. of a national
APPLIANCES
ACT NOW! Book 11 people get,
organization founded to protect
the
12th
trip
free.
Group
jht to hunt & fish. Great KEGORATOR all parts included discounts
for
6+.
Political
Paid

-

5200 btu window
Poli-sci, $300.
related conditioner $75 Call 209-7593

resume builder. 15hr/wk.

ilism
courses

Contact
4868.

of

majors
study

or

$135 both

800-838-8203.

or

separate.

Uprigl

STABLES

for

has

morning

workers, boarding and lessons.
DINING
20 min. N. of
campus.

Cruise with 100s of Students (

$120, nice condition, The Largest & Wildest Student
Spend 5 days in
portable apt size. Washer $65. Party Cruise!.
Bahamas
from
$279!
stable Can deliver 614-271-5251.
freezer

openings

www.springbreakdiscounts.com

preferred.
Tony Celebrezze 888-

most

es

ROOM

614-764-

meals,

free

parties, port taxes!

4643.

Ethics

Winning

gBreakTrs
800-67!

HELP WANTED

NICE BAMBOO COUCh & £

TUTORS
ABA/THERAPISTEnergetic/ exp. provider.

hours. Begin
8452 Jen.

CANCUN, ACAPULCO, Nassau,
ca! 7 nights from $459 +
tax! Includes breakfasts, dinners,
20-50
hours
free
drinks!
Guaranteed lowest Prices and

UA.

Flex
October. Call 488-

Best

Party Schedule. The only
Spring
Break
company
recognized
for
outstanding
ethics!
Visit the BEST Spring

HELP WANTED
GENERAL

Break site on the web - view
100s of hotel videos and reviews

HELP WANTED
GENERAL

SpringBreakTravel.com

I

■ Ohio

j

e

State

opportunity.
www.israeloutdoors.c
1-800-566-4611.

Callingl

-$8.00 / HR
-NO FRIDAYS / SATURDAYS
-EVENING HRS

9392 for details.
SPRING BREAK 2004.

STS,

-ON CAMPUS

America's

Or

Email your resume to:

careers@safelite.com

-292-1545

Information/Reservations

http://oscweb.buckeyetrailer.com

Recruiting Hotline at 614-210-9320 or
Job Line at 1-800-273-4023 right now!
accept calls 24 hours a day/7 days a week.

Safelite utilizes

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

LANDSCAPE/
LAWN CARE

LANDSCAPE/
LAWN CARE

STUDENT EMPLOYEES WANTED
for Fall

Quarter

OSU

Landscape Dept.

Start at

$7.00

per

hour

7am-11am

or

ll:30am-3:30pm

drug

screening and criminal

background checks as a
condition of employment.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Safelite.
AutoGlass
safelite.com

1-800-

LANDSCAPE/
LAWN CARE

our

our

We

Tour

HELP WANTED

Or

Call

Travel

#1

Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Nor hiring campus reps. Call for
group
discounts.

Drive, 3rd Fl. or 2231 Schrock Rd.

and

schedule. WILL TRAIN. Apply in
person at 1369 Grandview Ave.
or 3712

double:

•

Great pay

DREAM JOB!

with
Hot-Tub.
maintenance yard.
$136,000.
Call Matt 614-893-4351.

•

Pkwy & Sancus)

Prices.

Beige,

:urrent listings,
3323 ext, 3699.

2 Northend Locations!!
just off 1-270 at Sawmill Road

•

of Polaris

Gas &

-

Great

-

and
Westervllle

8787 Sancus Blvd.

(SW

as

Piano

,

LAWN CARE

schedule!

applications for our
grand opening at

morning/afternoon/evening
hours,
Mondays - Friday AM & PM Servers-Full or partMAD SCIENTIST wanted! Work preferably.
Looking for people
with children ages 3 to 12. Great who enjoy working w/ children & time. Must be available 2-4 shifts
week. 7am-2pm or 4ireat hours and great fun. are child development/ education per
10:30pm shifts available. Must
majors. Flexible with College have a good personality &
schedules. Please call 529-0077.
appearance. Apply in person.
PRESCHOOL
&
Toddler Holiday
Inn, 328 W. Lane
teachers part-time.
Excellent
pay. 274-0283.
2697

money while

Alt applicants must be able to type 20 wpm.

someone

cleaner/organizer.

$8.00/hour,

work PT in the afternoon &

Electric

you work around your class

non-smoker

transportation.
PT
daytime
hours vary weekly.
Minimum
one year commitment required.

evenings.

Weekdays. Car pools. Bus
stop pickups. Call 614-890-0396.

)

TECH/GMO.

Registered Tech or GMO needed
immediately 3 days/week in
skills.
orthopedic hand specialist office.
Will perform diagnostic x-ray &
extremity MR I exams & assist
with patient flow & patient care.

We are not on- the Medicaid
waiver. Call Maria at 476-9478.

to

$8- 18/hr.

PT

earn some extra

rooms.

Fri 8:30-12:30. Office is located
near Rt. 315 & Olentanay River
Rd. intersection near Riverside

X-RAY

telephone interviews for
public opinion research firm. start up company, very flexible Call Lara 486-4670.
Flexible hours, great part time job hours &
on campus work. Call BABYSITTER/TUTOR FOR 4 &
for fall quarter.
M-TH 8:30pm- 614-565-9849.
6/yr old girls, Part-time, need car
12:30am, Sat. 1:00-5:00pm, Sun.
& references. Doug, 529-1128.
8:00pm-12:00am.
Applications
available @ 995 Goodale Blvd.
BRIGHT
HORIZONS
Family
2nd Floor or call 614-220-886C
Solutions
is
seeking warm,
include teaching adults who have nurturing, experienced teachers
for more information.
CLEAN MANSIONS

.We offer students flexible schedules -

Ideal candidate will be available

614-316- available @ 995 Goodale Blvd.

2nd Floor or call 614-220-8860
CHINESE SPEAKERS WANTED for more information.

&

Inside dales Team

to work Mon & Wed 8:30-5 and

low

as

Columbus

ps.

LANDSCAPE/

DUBLIN

help

Piano

SCOOTERS & Mopeds

loaded, 100K miles, CD,
excellent, few dents. KBB
Downtown Storage $5740, first $2490 buys it. (614)
Base

organization; prepare buffers, SCIOTO
COUNTRY
CLUB
plates & other reagents, contact: GREENS DEPT. NOW HIRING
,2@osu.edu

with patient flow & patient care.
Position will escort patients to
and from reception area to x-ray
room

A

Leasing, 436-2246.

97 NISSAN Altima GXE.

HELP WANTED

lAlyssa Sherrk at 291 -9802.

Representatives

resume

CAMPUS

e rials

to*"*""

MEDICAL
ASSISTANT.
Parttime
X-ray
Tech
Assistant
needed
to
immediately
assist

RENT

$15/month.

3200 after 11am.

providing assistance '
duties

Representatives

Majors!
I need someone to near Rf 315 & Olentangy River
advancement
provide one-on-one therapy for
Call
my autistic child in my home. Hospital. No weekends, nights, or
Monday451-2748. 5p, 451-2748.
9a-5p,
Training is provided. Experience holidays.
For
immediate
is a plus, but not required- Must consideration fax resume to Ed
Maloney at 262-0822 or email to
KOREAN SPEAKERS WANTED
emaloney@handandmicro.com
Korean
speakers wanted to
Competitive
conduct telephone interviews for transportation.
wages, 10-12 hours per week.
HELP WANTED

pay,

builder, rapid
management.

Chinese

as

ALL

majors welcome, challenging
needed, work
with customers one on

customer service/sates work face
to
face
with
customers.

starting

OPS/SCHOLARSHIPS-

runs

Joyce.

FRONT DESK-CLERICAL. Full¬
time or two part-time clerical

Work includes academics

well

as

INTERNSHIPS/CO¬

includes flexible hours, Full/Part-

time,

PDD.

Bonus

&

HELP WANTED
GENERAL

•

mornings, good driver.
Management position available. functioning 8 yr old boy

262-3332.

+

various tasks. Contact Sarah
486-8674 ext 2 for more details.

INDOOR FARM near Hudson &
1-71. $8-$12/hour. Full & part-

for

in the Wexner
Foundation
Campaign

decorating

Hospital. NO weekends, nights,
or
holidays. For immediate

time,

PW,

-

MEDICAL/DENTAL

and

PS,

CD,

FLASHING FOOTBALL Jewelry
to help with a young mother that
needs a liver transplant, 271-

93 NISSAN Sentra SE. Runs &
www.ScootersaGoGo.com
looks great! $2,900 (neg.) Must
sell ASAP. 614-946-4560.

white,

aliabte!

emaloney@handandmicro.com

$600-$900/week,
working Cash! No Sales! Set your own
evenings
&
weekends,
no hours, www.paddingtoncorp.com
experience necessary, only a
IMPROVEMENT
positive attitude & willingness to HOME
leam.
have
must
own contractor
looking
for
Up to WWW.WORKFORSTUDENTS.C
transportation, for interview call canvasser/appt. setters.
between
PT, flex. hrs.
Call OM. ALL majors welcome, no
10am-1pm 800-777- $500/wk.
Dave 332-5449.
experience required. Apply online
for

to work

errands, organizing

HELP WANTED
Lane

position
$20/hr.

Avg.

FOR
THE
STAFF.

positions needed immediately for
patient registration area of busy 5
physician
orthopedic
hand
specialist office. Candidates must
be
computer
literate
with
adequate typing skills. Position
services patients by telephone
and in person at front desk.
Position checks in patients, pulls

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE
MOTORCYCLE

98

time staff.
Primary
include data entry, f"

employment. www.COSI.org for a complete job
Clerk, & Stock description and to download an

Enjoyable
work application.
atmosphere. Must be 18 years

sales

business professional,
(859)
816-1340
mcollins@exultpartners.com.

(south of Kinnear off
Kenny). 486-1990.

Year-round

hrs/week. Hrs, M-F, 9-5. Close to
campus but not on busline. EOE

WASHER & dryer for sale. Good
condition.
$150 Call
Dmitry,

SalesOneRealty.com and then
lighway, extra clean, reliable, click
on Properties For Sale, or
trained as mort. loan officer. Up areat gas mileage. KBB $6270,
to $10/hr plus bonus. Call 848- *rst $3790 takes it. (614) 989-

MOZART'S
time / full time

Looking for pari
reliable counter
immediately.
$7.50/hr.
Office
Locations:
setting, duties include answering help /
server.
phones, filing, computer work. Cafe Mozart 4490 Indianola Ave.
Experience with Word & other
Windows

Call 614-766-1173.

available.

year

lower level

CLERICAL POSITION available

capacity, works great,

Natalia 210-1556.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY for

call

them to discover more about the
world
around
Visit
them.

STORE

Clerk.

BEST COLLEGE job ever! parttime hours, full-time pay. earn

Majors Welcome!

their son. Ideal candidate would experienced, able to multi-task, &
work
to
have
some
nights & duties include working with
or available
psychology
weekends. B Hamptons Bar. Call database to create
teaching
background.
queries & with
Jen 264-6500, leave message.
tlus. Good p<,
Microsoft word to merge data for
i
GallcAnn© 614-792letters. Individual will be dealing
LOCAL
AREA
British
pub
confidential Information &
seeking -daytime
wait
staff. with
mid to'hlgfi level 'dohors. Please

HELP WANTED

Leave message 766-4754.

PONTIAC
Sunfire
OUR
CAREER
Automatic air, cruise control, cd GAHANNA -HOME for sale. 3
COUNSELING services to other
layer, power locks & windows, bdrms, 1 1/2 bath. Trees, nice
students and friends. Sell at your
luper clean, super fast.
No neighbors, large fenced yard,
entsorrust. 86K miles $4500
swings/slide.
Lots of new &
every sale.
Contact Michael, 04-6426
Ohio bond money
newer stuff.
OSU Graduate student and 25-

prep

Must

$199

SELL

October 15th Deadline

"

COOK-

206-7961.

989-8638.

support

and

also

TIME

Columbus.
Commission.

CALL
292-3322

Brothers!
for AM

Office

LINE

Bike Patrols
Event Security

Great Resume Builder for
a Career in
Law Enforcement

FITZGERALD'S
SPORTS
Tavern on Bethel Rd. is gearing

participants while they
experience necessary. Must sleep. Visit www.COSI.org for a & files medical records, makes
enjoy outdoor work. Applications complete job description and to
patient appointments in computer
taken 9am-2pm M-F at Green download an application.
Dept. of Brookside Golf & C. C. WANTED: CAMP-IN Program
billing, physician support staff.
located 15 minutes from campus,
Presenters! Work closely with Office is located near Rt. 315 &
2 miles west of 315 on St. Rt.
children to nurture their natural Olentangy River Rd. intersection
Riverside
curiosity and enthusiastically lead
Hospital. No
or

who would like to work with one

family. Please call Marcie 476-

TRAINEES

chipotle

color fabric, excellent condition.
W/D HIGH

1995 DODGE Caravan Mini V
Excellent condition
87,000 r

$2,500

PART-TIME
HELP
ne
Flexible
hours.
Callini
businesses
in
down

Foot Patrols

SHOULD be fun!. The

&

of

part

*

&

QUEEN SLEEPER sofa,

FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE

Safety Escorts

*

Center

PARKERS
needed Employer. Call 614-267-4067.
skills,
effective VALET
listening skills, an ability to work immediately.
Evening
shifts
on a team & independently, a available. Great pay. Call
246positive attitude, a good work 9819.
ethic & the philosophy that work
WANTEDCAN

PART

available.
Commission

*

M, W, F experienced

management

photoshoots.

The Ohio State

University Police Dept.
is hiring for its
Student Safety Services.
*

size.

+ bagged set. $49 &
261-0857.

$150 set OBO set/single. 614Excel
2DR 261-1604.
hatchback, AT/AC, 77K. Great
student car!
$1500. 614-975-

NOW HIRING

in Dublin

servers

up.

Andi
for
immediate
consideration @ 614-291-5400

5712 Frantz Road

bartenders,

Miles;

82K

ANY

Sterilized

1994 HYUNDAI

good, Must sell, asking $11,500.

positions

Monday-Saturday
10am 5pm

now

Always;

1 Call 766-0858

MATTRESSES-

Contact

R afternoon persons. FT/PT, am/pm shifts,
both locations, great pay up to
$12/hr. Upper Arlington 488- needed

family with an ABA program for
&

Garage

moonroof,

Exxtreme Vai

(614) 459-7681,

Res

commissions
&
bonuses, Call 292-6612, 476-2105,
ual education. No sales
experience is necessary. Part-

APPLY IN PERSON

Danger
hiring

262-2088
Polaris-1222 E. Powell Rd.

Civic

LX, auto,
Miles, Great Condition,
$1,400,
614-832-7646
or

&

experience
preferred!

the

793-1048
North- 2582 Cleveland Ave.

,

(Journalism Bldg)

starting with first booking. Make
your Spring

451-

FEMALE

Room 211

staff. Days, nights & weekend
PSYCHOLOGY
shifts available. Apply in person:
Education student to
provi
2640 Bethel Rd. 614-457-3489.
school transportation and direct
instruction in school setting for 9 LA CHATELAINE looking for

trip for every 10 paid or cash

work
weekends
Please
apply

ATTRACTIVE

242 W. 18th Ave.

restaurant

SEEKING CHILDCARE for 3 ma up for
old in our Dublin home.
Full We're

HONDA

organizations & events. With our
oyees being our g
t we continually invesl
money & attention while 1996 TOYOTA 4 Runner
ng well spoken outgoing
Excellent
condition
$9,
people. Stop working dead end Please call 206-7959.
positions & join
1997 TOYOTA Camry, only 59 K
miles, really nice, teal green,

Mon-Fri, 10am-3pm,

needed.
$250/day
potential.
Local positions. 1-800-293-3985
XT. 641.

start.

Northwest- 7370 Sawmill Rd.

885-7244
1991

STUDENT
Assistant
3, 108K

Sam's Clubs & other local

Full service

& BARTENDER

job for self-starter. Light
office work in a private school.

47^000

"

earned additional contracts

Servers
is

FoxT

VOLKS.

our

7324.

while working full or
part time, we're still hiring:

eSSy^

Fun

ROOFING

ART GALLERY- Short
North
district. Need voluntary help for

SET"exhibits. 324-9030,

RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY

F

marketing
sales. We again
growing as management has

wages

Assistant-screening
buyers, great experience,
sellers, accounting work, property education or psych
maintenance & general office Please call 436-707
work. Will show you how to start
PT CHILCARE. Seeking friendly,
your own business, email resume
fun, energetic individuals to
&
pay
requirements
to
provide care & "play" with 7 year
old autistic child. Will pick-up

between 3 and 5pm.

orney^evenings

www.workforstudents.com

Investor needs

Perfect for college student, ample & good driving record
study time (no minors). Mon-Fri, Good pay. Please call 614-7602:30-9:30pm, $40/day. Must have 0425.
transportation.
Call 436-6076

Scholarships

telemarketing, no door-to-door 5611 Ask for Jeff.
sales. No experience necessary,
we
train.
Must have positive
attitude & good people skills. All
ages 18+. Call Monday-Friday
9a-5p, 451-2748.

ESTATE

Available

conditions
exist.
service/sales,
no

Customer

REAL

Positions: 1990

STUDY

HELP WANTED

a fresh new atmosphere
where you can earn top

Road
interested, please call Lc

-

teachers

WORK

three locations
in the area:

Visit

good condition. $1999.

owner,
>1-7840

SALES/MARKETING

ability to exercise individual
judgment & initiative.
Apply in person,

in Dublin!

River

FUTONS
SR5

Corolla

'

dependable, have good

skills, detail
oriented, able to handle
multiple tasks & deadlines

Opening Monday,
September 29th

from OSU campus on

TOYOTA

1980

SI09-$199
$129-$249

Queen Set $199-$299

hatchback, sunroof, 125K miles,

communication

Bonefish Grill, an exciting
new restaurant, offers a

minutes

Twin Set
Full Set

FOR SALE
AUTOMOTIVE

Medicine
department.
BS

or

Nanotechnology

Assistant

fun

resum

info.columbus@

to

HONDASELL1991 @yahoo.com
Center,
$8.65/hour.
Program
administration, graphics, website. 1992 HONDA Prelude Si - Silver
stevenson.2@osu.edu
Ext; Leather Int; Fully Loaded;
Automatic; 5 Disk CD Player;

Position open in the
Lantern Classified Dept. Must

structured environment

Forward

scores

whitehead.26@osu.edu.

Student Administrative

OUR LADY of Bethlehem Child
is
Care
Center
looking for

Olentangy

College of
Pharmacology
degree

WORK-STUDY
Administrative

perfect for college students
any related field. Located just

Divide bv Two

THAT'S ABOUT OUR
PRICE!

Applicants must verify that they miles.
New timing belt,
are
"work
eligible"study
rs & cooks. Apply in person
pump, and exhaust.
AC/CD
positions
available
arc player $1500 268-33910
4-8pm. 1437 North High
Marketing Assistant, Business
!t. 424-9464
Operations Assistant, and Office 1991 CHEVROLET Corsica, A/C,

HELP WANTED

is

MATTRESSES
Price it ANYWHERE,

ASSOCIATES

B/H.

Assistant.

Call Cassandra @ 740-881-6881/

5% off!*

-

in person DaVinci Ristorante,
4740 Reed Rd. 10 minutes north
of campus @ Henderson
451-5147.

no

interviews.

614-440-5789.

Our

@

MACK MATTRESS
OUTLET

6SA?

more

Dining room &
banquets, full & part-time. Apply

.

available.

for

Masters
SERVERS

phone calls.
Apply in person
for on-the-spot

flexible

relaxed,

~

'

Ristorante, 4740 Reed Rd. 10 RESEARCH

3799 Park Mill Run

3pm
6pm & 2 weekend evenings per
month 8p - 12:30 am.
Pay
negotiable. 436-0386.

positions

(50%)

courses.

Hilliard

-

Blacklick

in

Student Subjects to include: Science,
Research Assistants & Full-time Math & Language Arts. Evenings
Graduate
Research
Assistant after 5 p.m. Please call Crystal al
required for fall & subsequent
quarters
in
Soil
Ecology
Laboratory at OSU. Interesting TOP TEST
Scores? We've got
laboratory & field work involving the best
part-lime job you'll ever
biological
assessment
& have! The
Princeton Review, the
chemical analyses with congenial
group. Computer competence an
Drtunity to do projects. instructors, for MCAT and
PART-TIME

!-5483

minutes North of campus
Henderson Rd. 451-5147.

Flexible
researching government housing educationscheduling: Continuing 459-8285.
provided. Excellent
Excel, Peachtree helpful, ar
programs,
assisting
in
the
614-847-1212. PART TIME pre-school teacher
creation of financial applications pay.
should be currently enrolled
needed
www.pianolessonsinyourhome.co
and administrative tasks. Major in
gain valuable hands on
Accounting program.
experience working with children.
Real Estate or Urban Planning
For information call 846-7576.
PT PHONE Operator needed, 2school.
$12 - $14 per
3 nights/week. Excellent wages. POLARIS-AREA
FAMILY seeks
e-mail
Please
resume
to
Good
phone
voice
& caring, dependable people to
crobb@naht.org or fax to 451- analytical, organizational and
work as therapists w/ 2 yrs.
'
3370.
writing skills, be familiar with MS after 6pm, 260-

$160,000

Tremont Center. 486-2333

All Positions!

family seeking aide for
morning Kindergarten at private

free trips/high CONVERSATIONALIST
Call NLMA for interview
889Apply now @ CHARMING but lonely older man 0811.
sunsplashtours.com 1-800-426- living in Hilliard seeks discussion
PERSONAL
CARE
Assistant
7710.
partner several hrs/wk. Any topic:
current events, history, jokes, needed for weekend help SamINTERN:
ACCOUNTING
$15/hr. Call daughter Sharon @ Ham to 7pm-10pm. Must be
Assistant
to
reliable & responsible. Pays 12Accounting/Asset 451-5678 for interview.
24 per for Independent Provider
Management
Departments.
Responsibilities include:
the DEVELOPMENT INTERN: Assist Help. 297-7354.
Affordable
hands-on
of all National
Housing
application
aspects of accounting, accounts Trust's Development Department
payable, bank reconciliation & to secure financing for affordable
financial statement preparation. housing developments across the
&

appt,

cooks.

STUDENTS

(preferably male) needed for
tutor/study companion for Middle

test

ABA

school.
Located on
side of Columbus. A

OF
Arlington is
PM bussers, severs &
Apply in person, 2124

hiring

-

846-1995.

car.

3712

or

MORETTI'S

NOW
HIRING!!!

ATTENTION

School student

Our goal is to have fur

CLINTON VILLE/BEECHWOLD
FAMILY looking for responsible,
caring & energetic student to

O.S.U. Call 231-9046.

MUST HAVE Work Study Grant.
Clerical & receptionist duties.
Mari @ 688-5865.

work!

FOR SALE
FURNITURE/
APPLIANCES

TUTORS

fun, attractive staff

a

have

Swift 921-1996.

commissions.

Amy

OSU

interview. 614-294-0100.

an

Construction/roofing Aggressive bonus structure-. Ideal
for students & those seeking 2nd LOVING
AND
Dependable
income. Casual, fun environment. CHILD care needed in my Powell
Call Brad @ 340-2278.
area home T/Th/F 9am-4:30pm
for my 3 year and 1.1 month old
SPORTS
PEE-WEE
teacher..
Every Wed. from 4-5. $15.00/hr. boys. Car & references desired.

Dublin, Ohio 43017

AFTER
SCHOOL
needed to plan/lead

HELP WANTED

RESTAURANT/
FOOD SERVICE

FOOD SERVICE

CHILDCARE
PROVIDER
needed to help care for 22 month
old twin boys in our Black
home. Candidates preferred

completed or currently
enrolled in Early Childhood
Development
Education
MOVIE
~EXTRAS/MODELS related
fields.
Reliable
needed, no experience required,
transportation,
non-smoki
all looks & ages, earn up to $500energetic. The hours are 3-4
$1000/day. 1-888-820-0167 ext days/week 8am-3pm beginning
U180.
as
soon
as- possible.
Please
MUSICIANS
NEEDED: guitar contact me at 614-232-3193
players, drummers, keyboard
player & male vocals. Needed for CHILDCARE WANTED for fall.
4 yr. old. Weekdays/weekend
contemporary
worship
band.
Early
childhood
Sunday mornings in Dublin afternoons.
$40/week. Call Heather at 659- education background preferred.
Interviewing.
0801.
now. Dr. Diane
for

HELP WANTED

RESTAURANT/

PART-TIME - Mortgage company
for my 6 year old son who
in
Grandview
in
search
of
autism. Services to be provided
motivated telemarketers. No
sales, gather in
my home in the evening &
people needed for FT positions. information. Work flexible PT
Should be in good physical eve. hours & make FT
pay.
condition, & comfortable with Guaranteed
$10.00/hr.

Johnson Family's
Diamond Cellar

Hottest
It's
"Real"-

OPPORTUNITIES
& women 18-

men

experience

HELP WANTED

CONSTRUCTION:
HARDWORKING

The

Breaker

community.

webmaster@silverskirt.com

Diamondcellar.com

SPRING

^is tookjn^ for

to their adult
216-224-7493

Call

Randy.Siegel@

A

25.

HELP WANTED
CHILD CARE

across

positions at our Easton

Dan at

15

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 30, 2003

Call 688-3024
for

more

or

292-7478

information
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Tennis

pioneer Althea Gibson dies at 76

Wimbledon champion helped pave
the way for African-American athletes
By David Porter

EAST ORANGE,
Althea Gibson was an

Gibson's
and skill.

N.J.

—

intensely
private person whose public
triumphs and commitment to
helping others left an indelible
mark on generations of athletes.
Gibson, a sports pioneer who
broke tennis' color barrier in the
1950s as the first black entrant
and
and

champion at Wimbledon
the

.

U.S.

tournament, died
was

yesterday praising
spirit, determination,

statement

Associated Press

national

Sunday. She

76.

Gibson, also the first black

player

on the LPGA Tour,
helped pave the way for later
stars such as Arthur Ashe,
Venus and Serena Williams, and

Tiger Woods.
"I am grateful to Althea
Gibson for having the strength
and courage to break through

THE LANTERN

time.

Segregation was no easy
was a feat that she
accomplished under really
devastating and debilitating odds

thing. It

because she wasn't wanted."
The 5-foot-ll Gibson used

an

attacking serve-and-volley style

"In

breaking the racial barrier to dominate women's tennis
in championship tennis, she from 1956-58, winning 11 Grand
furthered America's progress in Slam titles: five in singles, five in
recognizing individuals for their doubles, one in mixed doubles.
character and abilities, not their
"Who could have imagined?
skin color,"

he said.

Gibson,

seriously ill for
several
of
years,
died
complications from a severe
infection and respiratory illness,
according to a spokesman at
East Orange General Hospital.
As health problems plagued
Gibson in recent years, she
isolated herself and spoke to few
people. She didn't attend a
ceremony marking her 75th
birthday at last year's U.S. Open
the 1997 dedication of that
tournament's new Arthur Ashe
or

Stadium.
"Her contribution to

Who could have thought?"
Gibson said in 1988 as she

presented her Wimbledon
trophies to the Smithsonian
Institution.
"Here stands before you a

Negro woman, raised in Harlem,
who

went on to

player

become

a

woman

and
money
few
endorsements at the time, so
prize

Gibson tried to

living
album,
appearing in a movie, and
getting $100,000 for playing
other ways,

integrated women's golf,
playing in 171 tournaments from
1963-77, without a title.
In and out of competition,

baseball with the

Brooklyn
Dodgers, Gibson became the
first black player to compete in

she

role model for many.
Billie Jean King, a Grand

was a

Slam champion who helped
found the Women's Tennis
Association, was 13 when she
first saw Gibson play.
me

was

to

truly

an

inspiration for

watch her

overcome

adversity," King said Sunday.
"Her road to

In 1950, three years after
Jackie Robinson integrated

an

on tour with
the Harlem Globetrotters..
After retiring from tennis, she

"It

world."

earn a

recording

tennis exhibitions

tennis

in fact, the first black
champion of this

...

.

success

was

MARTY LEDERHANDLER/AP

Althea Gibson is shown in her East

a

Orange, NJ. home in 1968.

challenging one, but I never saw
her back down. Althea did a lot
for people in tennis, but she did
even more

for

In recent years,

Gibson had
and a
stroke, and she struggled
financially.

York, slapping rubber balls off a
brick wall. Gibson won her first
tournament at 15, becoming the

"born athlete," she picked up
tennis while growing up in New

and gentlemen, and I conducted
myself in that manner."

two cerebral aneurysms

people in general."

In

1975, Gibson became state
commissioner of athletics in New

New York State black

girls'

national
tennis
Gibson was married twice; champion, and boxer Sugar Ray
tjie civil the
the racial barriers in tennis," rights movement was done with championship — the precursor Jersey. She then served on the husbands William Darben and Robinson
helped pay traveling
Venus Williams said Sunday.
her tennis racket," said Fran to the U.S. Open. She went to state athletics control board until Sidney Llewellyn
have died. She expenses.
"Her accomplishments set the Gray, a longtime friend who co- Wimbledon in 1951.
"No one would say anything
1988, and the governor's council didn't have children, Gray said.
Her first major singles title on physical fitness until 1992.
Gibson was born Aug. 25, to me because of the way I
stage for my success, and founded the Althea Gibson
through players like myself, Foundation that helps urban came in the 1956 French Open,
Recently, Gibson and Gray 1927, in Silver, S.C., the eldest of carried myself," Gibson said. Q
Serena, and many others to youths learn to play tennis and and she won both Wimbledon collaborated on a book, "Born to five children. A self-described "Tennis was a game for ladies
come,

her legacy will live on."
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golf.
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Open in 1957-58.
pro circuit

was no
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Story,"

due out next year.
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pickup
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Math.
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anytime, Clark
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30

875,

are
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your wedding
perform ceremonies in our chapel
or come to you. We have over 40
designer wedding gowns for
rental, along with veils, bouquets
& rings. Open 7 days a week
from

to
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at:
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or 614-203-1777.
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Fundraising dates are filing
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Contact CampusFundraiser
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more
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